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Kolkata Metro Rail tunnels under Hooghly create a record



Vested interests hijacked farmers’ stir, Chouhan says in an interview



Three more held for lynching of DSP in Srinagar, SP transferred
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NEARBY Glitches mark Day 1 of DU admissions NEW DELHI:



Day 1 of the Delhi University admissions was marred by glitches in the online portal which led to a slight delay in the admission procedure to begin on Saturday.



Nagaland Minister wants Khaplang faction on board The group has been banned for attacks on security forces
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Nagaland Home Minister Yanthungo Patton said he would request the Centre to sign a ceasefire agreement with the National Socialist Council of Nagaland-Khaplang (NSCN-K), banned by the Home Ministry for attacks against security forces. NSCN-K patriarch S.S. Khaplang died earlier this month in Myanmar and it was under him that the outfit unilaterally abrogated ceasefire in March 2015, leading to multiple violent incidents, including the attack on an Army convoy on June 4 in Manipur’s Chandel district where 18 Army men were killed. Mr. Patton told The Hindu on phone that they (Nagaland government) contacted Mr. Khaplang in the “last part of 2015” to convince him to come for talks. “We contacted the NSCN-K earlier also, around one-and-a-half-years back, but the agreement could not get through. We were in touch with Khaplang, but since he is no more, we need to start afresh. We are in touch with the new leadership in Myanmar,” said Mr. Patton. The ruling Nagaland People’s Front (NPF) party in the State is an ally of the



Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The government signed a framework agreement with another Naga group, the NSCN-Isak-Muivah (NSCN-



SUNDAY SPECIAL IM) in August 2015 to look for a solution to the decades-old Naga insurgency.



‘They are with us’ Asked whether the proposal would impact the Centre’s agreement with the NSCNIM, Mr. Patton said, “They are with us. The NSCN-IM also wants all Naga factions together and they would welcome the move once the NSCN-K joins the peace talks.” The NSCN-K operates from camps in neighbouring Myanmar and India has on several occasions asked the



Myanmar government to take action against the insurgent groups there. “We understand that the Centre has banned them for five years. In the past also, we have shared our desire to initiate dialogue with the NSCN-K but after Mr. Khaplang’s death, we would reinitiate the process with Home Minister Rajnath Singh,” he said. Mr. Khaplang (77), a Hemi Naga from Myanmar, formed his own outfit in 1988 after he fell out with Isak Chisi Swu and Thuingaleng Muivah, the other two Naga leaders who went on to form the NSCN-IM. NIA had declared a reward of ₹5 lakh for his arrest. Mr. Swu died of illness last year in Delhi. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 12



EC disqualiies Minister in M.P. Narottam Mishra can’t contest polls for three years for iling wrong accounts Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Election Commission on Saturday disqualified Narottam Mishra, Minister in the Madhya Pradesh government from membership of any State legislature and contesting polls for the next three years for filing wrong accounts of election expenditure. Mr. Mishra’s membership has been revoked under section 10A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, to be read with Sections 77 and 78 of the Act. This relates to providing wrong information to the Commission on expenses incurred during the polls. His election was challenged by Rajinder Bharti



Case against AAP MLAs to continue



examined this case. The EC had served notice to Mr. Mishra on January 15, 2013.



The Election Commission of India will continue hearing a case of office of profit against 20 Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) MLAs, who were among the 21 MLAs appointed as parliamentary secretaries to the Ministers in 2015. 쑺 page 4



‘Paid for news’ The EC’s 69-page order cites the issue of “paid news.” Mr. Mishra had paid for favourable coverage in newspapers in Datia during the course of the elections but had failed to mention expenses incurred for the same. Three specific “news items” were mentioned by the EC in order to clarify this point. The Congress has demanded Mr. Mishra’s resignation. Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan said he was “yet to see the full order” to comment on the case.



Narottam Mishra.



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



(Congress) who had contested against him in the Datia constituency in the 2008 Assembly poll. Mr. Mishra’s election has been termed void. A protracted case, the matter was heard in the Madhya Pradesh High Court



and the Supreme Court after Mr. Mishra tried to get relief from the notice served by the EC, but was unsuccessful. The EC also took cognisance of a report by the Committee on Paid News of the Press Council of India, that



CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 12



Maharashtra waives ₹34,000-cr. farm loans Measure will wipe out loans of up to ₹1.5 lakh outstanding against agriculturists



Devendra Fadnavis



whose outstandings are over ₹1.5 lakh), the government would pay up ₹1.5 lakh of their loan, with the agriculturists being offered a onetime settlement facility for the remaining portion of their loan. The waiver will include both short-term and medium-term loans,” he added.



will clear up the 7/12 (property cards mortgaged for loans) of 40 lakh farmers.” “For the remaining farmers (an estimated 49 lakh



CM gives in Mr. Fadnavis, who at the outset of farmer agitations in the State had rejected any loan waiver scheme at the



Renni Abraham Mumbai



Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis announced a ₹34,000-crore loan waiver on Saturday, with an emphasis on marginal farmers. The measure will wipe out loans of up to ₹1.5 lakh outstanding against agriculturists.



One-time settlement Mr. Fadnavis told the media: “This farm loan waiver approved by the State Cabinet



State government’s cost, had to concede in the wake of widespread protests on the issue of farmer suicides and indebtedness raging across Maharashtra and neighbouring States of Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Punjab.



Cash incentive He also announced a cash incentive for disciplined agriculturists who have a good track record of loan repayments on their farm loans. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 12



Id festivities turn sour for Faridabad family



Jewar airport inally takes of



Are Muslims not human beings, asks father of teenager killed in crowded local train



Special Correspondent



Ashok Kumar Faridabad



In shock: Hasib (left) and fellow villagers in Khandawali village of Faridabad on Saturday. ASHOK KUMAR *



L-G’s order turns the heat on Kejriwal Directs vigilance action ‘as per rules’ Staff Reporter New Delhi



Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal has directed the Delhi government’s Vigilance Department to take action “as per rules” in relation to a plea seeking prosecution of Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal in an alleged scam pertaining to the Public Works Department (PWD). Terming it a bid to sully the “honest image” of the Chief Minister, the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) accused Mr. Baijal of misusing his official post by acting as “an agent” of the BJP. Party sources said the move seemed to be following a predetermined course to name Mr. Kejriwal as an accused in the scam.



Under investigation The Anti-Corruption Branch had recently lodged, and is currently investigating, three separate cases filed in relation to the said scam alleging irregularities in the grant of contracts for roads and sewer lines in the Capital in 2015-16, on the basis of a complaint filed by Rahul Sharma, the founder of NGO Roads Anti-Corruption Organisation (RACO). One of the FIRs has been CM YK



Arvind Kejriwal registered against the company of Mr. Kejriwal’s now deceased brother-in-law Surender Kumar Bansal. Mr. Kejriwal, however, has not been named as an accused in any of the three cases. On June 7, Mr. Sharma had filed an application at Raj Niwas seeking prosecution sanction pertaining to the three FIRs against Mr. Kejriwal and the executive engineer of the PWD under the Prevention of Corruption Act in addition to cheating. In response, Mr. Baijal’s Special Secretary R.N. Sharma, in a written communication to Principal Secretary (Vigilance) Ashwani Kumar, said a representation from Mr. Sharma was being sent to the Department for necessary action as per rules.



With just a day to go for Idul-Fitr, Hasib should have been preparing to adorn the family dinner table with a sumptuous spread of kebabs, biryani and desserts. But sitting on a bed in a poorly-lit room in Khandawali village of Faridabad on Saturday, festivities to mark the end of Ramzan are the farthest on Hasib’s mind. “How are we going to celebrate Id now? All festivities have turned into mourning



for us,” said Shahbuddin, Hasib’s fellow villager.



Attacked by 15 persons On Thursday evening, Hasib, his brother Junaid and two of their friends were mercilessly attacked by a mob of about 15 persons on a local train after a dispute broke out over a seat. Junaid was stabbed to death at the Ballabgarh railway station while Hasib and Shakir, another brother of theirs, sustained injuries. Junaid’s father Jalauddin, a taxi driver, lamented that



war region in Uttar Pradesh.



NEW DELHI



none from the district administration or the Haryana government had visited them since the incident. “Are Muslims not human beings? A teenager is killed for his religious identity. Is this a minor incident? No government official has come to us,” said Mr. Jalauddin. He said the family wanted the culprits arrested but added that “it seemed unlikely in the present circumstances.” MURDER CHARGE ADDED 쑺 PAGE 2 OTHER PASSENGERS REFUSED TO HELP 쑺 PAGE 12



A second airport in the National Capital Region (NCR) will become a reality in the next five years as the Centre gave its nod to develop a “world-class” international airport in Greater Noida’s Je-



Long-pending nod The clearance for the longpending airport project was given by the Ministry of Civil Aviation’s Steering Committee, which met on Friday. The panel gave its nod



after taking inputs from the Airports Authority of India, the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), the Defence Ministry, the Finance Ministry and the NITI Aayog. CENTRE GIVES IT WINGS 쑺 PAGE 3
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Attempt to murder charge added in Ballabgarh case Prime accused remanded in three-day police custody; six suspects interrogated Ashok Kumar



Karat blames BJP for attack



FARIDABAD



Law aspirants protest DU’s LLB seat cuts



Questions silence of Centre, Haryana govt over issue



More than 24 hours after 17year-old Junaid was stabbed to death and his two brothers injured during an attack on a local train here, the Railway Police on Saturday added charges of attempt to murder and utterances hurting religious sentiments to the First Information Report. Haryana Railway Police SP Kamal Deep Goyal told The Hindu over phone that Sections 307 (attempt to murder) and 298 (uttering words with intent to hurt religious sentiments) of the IPC were added to the FIR before the prime accused was produced in court on Saturday. On the delay in adding the sections to the FIR, Mr. Goyal said relevant sections could be added to the FIR any time during the investigation.



NEW DELHI



A group of law aspirants and AISA activists on Saturday staged a protest at Delhi University’s North Campus here against the seat cuts in its LLB course. The protesters alleged that the varsity was planning to hold the entrance test for 1,440 seats against 2,310 seats last year. PTI



‘Lucky draw’ fraud busted in Noida, 3 held GREATER NOIDA



The Noida Cyber Cell has arrested three persons who allegedly used to dupe people in the name of lottery by claiming to be employees of an online shopping company. A firm official had filed the complaint. PTI



3 hurt as car rams police barricade in Gurugram



‘Accused was drunk’ The prime accused, meanwhile, told the police that he was inebriated at the time of the incident and attacked the teenager on being instigated by fellow passengers. “The accused boarded the train at the Ballabgarh railway station as he was



GURUGRAM



Three persons were injured when a car broke a police barricade here and allegedly tried to run over a police officer. The incident, which was captured on a CCTV camera, took place on Friday night on MG Road. PTI



Hemani Bhandari NEW DELHI



In mourning: Villagers assemble outside the house of Junaid, who was stabbed to death on a local train on Thursday following a dispute over a seat. ASHOK KUMAR *



curious to know what the argument was about and got embroiled in it. He then attacked Junaid and his brothers with a knife,” said Mr. Goyal, adding that the accused had been remanded in three-day police custody.



Though no more arrests have been made in the case so far, Mr. Goyal said six suspects were interrogated and later let off.



‘2 suspects identified’ “Six suspects were ques-



tioned, but let off after they were not found involved in the case,” said Mr. Goyal. Junaid’s brother Hasib, who was hurt in the attack, however, said he identified two of the suspects when he was summoned by the police.



CPI (M) politburo member Brinda Karat along with other party workers on Saturday met the family of Junaid and expressed shock over the silence of the Centre and the Haryana government over the case. Blaming the Sangh Parivar, Ms. Karat said the attack was an outcome of a “campaign” run by it. “The BJP is patronising communal elements to commit these crimes,” she said. Ms. Karat further said that if the government was willing to control the situation, it would have at least issued a statement. “Why hasn’t a single Haryana government official or a Minister visited the family? This is because they know that the murder was the result of their own campaign,” she said.



‘Common occurrences’ According to Junaid’s family, such communal incidents are common on the train where the attack



Technical glitches plague DU admission process SRCC aspirants panic as college initially refuses to accept provisional certiicates; Kirori Mal witnesses a huge turnout once they get the printouts of their online mark sheet attested from the principal. Students will be given three working days to submit their original documents,” said Ajeet Jha, a faculty member at Kirori Mal College.



Shinjini Ghosh NEW DELHI



Day 1 of the Delhi University admissions on Saturday was marred by glitches in the online portal. Candidates also found themselves helpless when some colleges refused to accept their provisional certificates. “We were unable to access the online portal in the morning. It was only around 10.30 a.m. that the page became functional,” said Achinta Das, who had gone to Miranda House for his cousin’s admission. Meanwhile, aspirants at Shri Ram College of Commerce (SRCC) panicked when the institution refused to accept their provisional mark sheets.



At a loss “The Tamil Nadu Education Board has not yet issued original mark sheets. We are carrying all the other documents, which are duly attested. However, the college is refusing to accept the documents until they get a clarification from the university,” said a man from Tamil Nadu, who had been waiting at the college since morning for his daughter’s admission. The aspirants then visited the university’s conference centre to get a clarification on the issue. “I am an outstation student and have not received my mark sheet yet. I want the issue to get resolved soon



Rush begins: Admission seekers at Shri Ram College of Commerce (above) and Jesus and Mary College on Saturday. *



V.SUDERSHAN, V.V.KRISHNAN



as I do not want to miss the deadline. This will only mean that despite scoring well and clearing the cut-offs for my dream college, I will have to go to a college of a lower rank for no fault of mine,” said a candidate, who wished not to be named. The admission procedure at SRCC resumed in the evening. Candidates were required to sign an undertaking which stated that the original documents would be submitted within 15 days. “We have received an email from the university stating that we can allow provisional admissions to take



place. We are hoping to work till night and finish the admission procedure for all the students who are waiting,”



said SRCC admissions coordinator Mallika Kumar. However, most other colleges went ahead with the



procedure by accepting the provisional certificates. “We are providing provisional admission to students
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Haryana village named after US President Sulabh International adopts hamlet for development; plans to construct 120 toilets in the village “First, let us do something on the ground before we go ask for any help from him,” said Mr. Pathak.



Ashok Kumar NUH



A nondescript village in Haryana was on Friday rechristened “Trump Sulabh Village” in a gesture to the American President ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s trip to Washington. A billboard declaring “Welcome to Trump Village”, accompanied with a beaming portrait of the U.S. President, was unveiled in the hamlet earlier known as Marora. NGO Sulabh International Social Service Organisation carried out the namechanging exercise.



Promoting sanitation Sulabh International founder Bindeshwar Pathak, who had made an announcement to this effect in Washington earlier this month, said the move was aimed at encouraging businessmen to adopt villages in India to promote sanitation. “If every businessman CM YK



New start: Marora in Haryana has been rechristened ‘Trump Sulabh Village’.



and NRI decides to adopt a village in India, we can see a turnaround. I hope more and more people will come forward to help for the cause of sanitation,” said Mr. Pathak. He added that he had



squandered an offer of financial support from the then U.S. President Ronald Reagan to build toilets in India and it was on the back of my mind when he announced to name this village after Mr. Trump.



*



ASHOK KUMAR



He also expressed hope that the gesture would strengthen ties between the two countries. Mr. Pathak said he had no offer of any help from Mr. Trump for the village as of now.



Helping women, kids The NGO plans to construct 120 toilets in the village, which has a population of around 1,500. Monica Jain, honorary vice-president, Sulabh International, said 40 families already had toilets and they were committed to constructing toilets for the remaining households. Besides, the NGO plans to repair the Panchayat Bhawan, open a sewing training centre for women and set up a tuition centre for the children of widows. Former Sarpanch Jabbar Khan said the village had failed to get any help from the administration for development, but now they had lot of hope from the NGO. As Shakeel Ahmed (20), a resident of the village, put it, “It feels different.”



Deserted look This year, the highest cut-offs across all streams for unreserved students were 99.66% for B.Sc. (Hons.) Electronics and 99% for B.A. (Hons.) Political Science at SGTB Khalsa College. The institution, however, were a deserted look on the first day. Officials said the high cut-offs contributed to the low turnout. “The cut-offs in our college are particularly high this year because of the high marks that students have obtained in their board examinations. However, candidates can expect a dip in the second cut-off list, after which more students are likely to join our college,” said officiating principal Dr. P.S. Jassal. KMC, which had more realistic cut-offs like 97.25%, saw a larger turnout. On Saturday, around 200 students took admission to the college. The deadline to take admissions under the first cutoff list is June 28. Monday being a holiday on account of Id, the admission process will now resume only on June 27.



Brinda Karat



Haryana < > No government oicial has visited the victim’s family because they know that the murder was the result of their own campaign Brinda Karat CPI (M) member



happened. “The villagers and the family told us that Muslims who travel in the train and other trains on the route are often subjected to abuse and harassment,” she said. According to Ms. Karat, some bhajan mandalis have made certain compartments of the train “an ex-



clusive religious zone” and if a Muslim enters that, they are harassed. Pointing out the lack of security, Ms. Karat asked how the perpetrators managed to board the train armed with knives. “This is a question that demands answer,” she said. Recalling her conversation with Junaid’s mother Saira, the veteran leader said, “Junaid’s mother told us that her sons were called beef eaters when they hadn’t even had a drop of water since morning,” said Ms. Karat.



CPI (M) threatens stir The party has demanded immediate arrest of the culprits, better security on trains, compensation to the family and free medical treatment of Junaid’s brother Shakir. “Political connections of the criminals must also be identified,” said Ms Karat. CPI(M)’s Haryana State Secretary Surinder Malik said they would hold a protest in the Capital if their demands were not met.



AIIMS hopes for more donors for bone bank Bank has got just 26 cadaver donations Bindu Shajan Perappadan NEW DELHI



Lack of awareness, fear of body mutilation and disfigurement, and religious taboos seems to be the reason why the bone bank at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) is almost empty. The bank hasn’t seen a single donation in the past two years despite bone transplant being fairly common and being very much in need. Rajesh Malhotra, the chief of AIIMS Trauma Centre who also set up the bank, said earlier this week: “The bank was set up in 1999 but our first bone donation came only in 2001. The bank has recorded just 26 cadaver donations. The bank got one donation in 2011, two in 2015 and nine in the past five years.”



Storing of bones Bones from cadavers have to be retrieved within 12 hours. However, if the body is refrigerated the time frame extends up to 38 hours. Bones are stored at minus 70 degrees and can be preserved for five years. The doctor said lack of awareness and religious taboos seem to the major reasons preventing people from pledging bones for donations. “There’s also the fear that taking out bones



The All India Institute of Medical Sciences



will mutilate and disfigure the body and the limbs will become shapeless and hang. This is far from the truth,” Dr. Malhotra assured. After the bones are taken out, he explained, the body is reconstructed and shape of the limbs is restored with the help of wooden sticks, cotton and wool. “The team takes 10 minutes to remove bones from the body. The next 30 minutes are spent stitching the body so that its structure doesn’t change,” he said.



Test for HIV The bones are tested for HIV, hepatitis or any other infection before retrieval. “Donated bones are used for replacement of a lost segment of bone owing to cancer, infection or injury,” said Dr. Malhotra. Only 35% of thousands of cancer and trauma patients receive the transplant every year.



19-year-old man accused of molestation acquitted Victim’s parents say case was iled due to ‘misunderstanding’ Nirnimesh Kumar New Delhi



A Delhi court has acquitted a 19-year-old youth in a case of allegedly molesting a 12year-old girl in Narela in north Delhi in 2016 as the victim and her parents evidenced in the trial that they had lodged the case due to some misunderstanding. According to the prosecution, the accused had molested the victim as her parents were taking her to a hospital for treatment.



Youth thrashed He had caught hold of her hand and said he loved her. However, he was immediately nabbed by the victim’s parents and beaten up by them and passers-by. The victim’s family and the accused lived on rent on the same premises. However, when the victim was called in the witness box to depose she said her father had lodged the case



victim and her < > The parents were the only eyewitnesses of the incident and are not supporting the prosecution Seema Maini Additional Sessions Judge



due to some misunderstanding. The victim further deposed that the police did not make any inquiry or query her regarding the case. She had also recorded her statement before a Metropolitan Magistrate reiterating the allegations earlier shared with the police. Yet, she gave a clean chit to the accused.



‘Accused innocent’ Her parents also evidenced on the same line. In the cross-examination, the three witnesses stood the ground and said that the accused was innocent.



“The victim herself as well as her parents, who were the only material witnesses, on the testimonies of which the case of the prosecution was hinging, did not support the prosecution case. Prosecutrix and her parents were the only eyewitnesses of the incident and they not having supported the prosecution case and having given a clean chit to the accused, there is nothing that survives in the prosecution case which falls flat on its face, failing to bring home the guilt of accused,” Additional Sessions Judge Seema Maini in the Rohini courts said in her judgment.



Allegations not proved “From the aforesaid discussions, allegations against accused are not proved. Accordingly, accused Dilkhus stands acquitted for the offences he has been charged with,” the judge said while acquitting the accused. M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Bootleggers held with 4,000 quarts of liquor NEW DELHI



Police on Saturday arrested three suspected bootleggers, who had been using a red beacon on their car to evade checking, and seized over 4,000 quarts of country— made liquor. The accused revealed that they got the consignment from Haryana and would sell it in Delhi. PTI



Girl commits ‘suicide’ in northwest Delhi NEW DELHI



A 15-year-old girl was found hanging from a ceiling fan at her employer’s house in northwest Delhi’s Shalimar Bagh area on Friday evening. The family members of the girl have alleged that she was murdered and have demanded a probe into the matter. STAFF REPORTER



Gang of mobile thieves arrested NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police have arrested two members of a gang who used to change IMEI numbers of stolen high-end phones using hitech equipment and then sell them on the grey market. Police recovered 65 phones from the duo. STAFF REPORTER



Guard tries to rape woman, held Press Trust of India Greater Noida



A security guard in a residential society was arrested on Saturday after he allegedly tried to rape one of the residents. “The victim is an engineer,” Surajpur police station SHO Manish Saxena said. Police said that the accused, Raj Kumar, was in an inebriated state when he went to the victim’s flat and rang the bell at 1 a.m. on Saturday. Seeing the guard, the woman opened the door. Kumar then forcibly entered the flat and tried to rape the woman. The victim raised an alarm and neighbours came to her rescue. The guard fled but the police found him hiding in the bathroom of one of the vacant flats in the building.



2 killed as speeding car runs over pavement dwellers Two seriously hurt; driver was a teacher, arrested from spot



28-year-old man beaten to death in Ranhola Staff Reporter



Hemani Bhandari



NEW DELHI



New Delhi



A 28-year-old man was allegedly beaten to death in outer Delhi’s Ranhola when he went to help his friend settle a fight with another man. The accused has been arrested. The incident happened when Krishna Tyagi went along with his friend Jitendra and two others to the office of one Netram. Tyagi was allegedly taken to the terrace of the building and beaten till he fell unconscious.



Two pavement dwellers were killed and two more were seriously injured after a speeding car ran over them in north Delhi on Saturday afternoon. The driver was arrested from the spot. According to eyewitnesses, seven road dwellers were resting on the pavement under the bridge behind Lal Qila around noon when a speeding car hit the left side of the wall before climbing on to the pavement. “A person was crossing the road and in an attempt to save him, the driver turned left and hit the wall,” said 22year-old Rahul, who suffered minor injuries on his back. He added that the car was travelling at a very high speed. Sitaram, who suffered a minor leg injury, said that after the car hit the wall, it jumped on to the pavement and ran over four people.



Tragedy: The car (top) hit the wall of the bridge behind Lal Qila and climbed on to the pavement. V. SUDERSHAN *



‘Lost control of car’ “It hit the wall again towards the end of the pavement and then circled towards the extreme right of the road,” he said. The police said that the car was driven by 32-year-old Harish, a guest teacher in a government school. “He claims he lost control while trying to save a man who was crossing the road. We are verifying the claim,” said a senior police officer. He added that the car was not in Harish’s name but in



the name of his maternal uncles, Dilbag, a resident of Faridabad.



Rash driving charge The police said the accused was in possession of his driver’s license and didn’t appear to be drunk at the time of the incident, but “he was sent for medical examination and his blood sample has been preserved”. Police said that Rahul and Sitaram were able to identified one of the victims who



died. “One of the two who are dead was called Judwa because he has a twin brother. We don’t know the other one,” they said. Police said that all the victims were rag pickers who had been living on the pavement for over four years. The police have registered a case under Sections 279 (rash driving), 337 (casing hurt by act endangering life), and 304A (causing death by negligence) of the Indian Penal Code.



Dispute over money He was then taken to Babu Jagjivan Ram Hospital where he was declared brought dead. According to the police, Jitendra and Netram had been in a dispute over money for a while and the two came face-toface twice in the last week. It was alleged that Netram’s side also fired shots outside Jitendra’s house. “Netram and his people went to Jitendra’s house on June 15 and June 17 and attacked them. The police were called but no action was taken,” said Ajay, Tyagi’s brother-in-law, who works with Jitendra. The police registered a case under Section 302 (punishment for murder) on Friday and arrested Netram on Saturday.
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Man’s body found at Sector 16 metro station NOIDA



The body of an unidentified man was recovered from the Sector 16 metro station here on Saturday, the police said. The police received the information at around 5 a.m. The Police have sent the body for post-mortem and added that prima facie it appeared the man committed suicide by jumping before a train. Investigations are on and efforts are being made ascertain the identity of the deceased, the police said. PTI



Man dies after falling from train in Dadri GREATER NOIDA



A man died after he allegedly fell from a train in Dadri, the police said on Saturday. We received an information last night that a body was lying on a railway track near Palli village, in—charge Dadri police post Ramsen Singh said. The deceased has been identified as Ram Pratap of Ramapura Laksar road in Banaras, he said. We are trying to contact his family members, Mr. Singh said. PTI



Woman severely injured while chasing snatchers NOIDA



A woman sustained severe injuries while chasing two bike-borne men who had snatched her mobile phone. The snatchers pushed her down during the chase and fled, the police said. The victim Indu, an employee with a private company, suffered a fracture in her neck and has been admitted to a hospital, the police said. An FIR has been lodged at Sector 39 police station here. PTI



Oice of proit: setback for AAP MLAs as EC to hear case Poll panel to hear case against 20 AAP MLAs appointed as parliamentary secys Damini Nath NEW DELHI



The Election Commission of India has decided that it would continue hearing a case of office of profit against 20 Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) MLAs, who were among the 21 MLAs appointed as parliamentary secretaries to Ministers in 2015. The case against one of the 21 MLAs — Jarnail Singh of Rajouri Garden — would no longer carry on as he had resigned from the Delhi Assembly in January this year in order to contest the Punjab elections.



Opinion to President In their opinion submitted to President Pranab Mukherjee on Friday, Chief Election Commissioner Dr. Nasim Zaidi and Election Commissioner A.K. Joti wrote that the ECI found the AAP MLAs “did hold de facto the office of parliamentary secretaries” from March 13, 2015 to September 8, 2016. The ECI had been hearing the office of profit case against 21 AAP MLAs when the AAP cited a Delhi High Court order of September 8, 2016 scrapping the appointment of the parliamentary secretaries in its defence. The AAP had contended that since the High Court had declared the appointment null and void, there was no question of hearing a petition about an office that never existed. In the ECI’s opinion to the President, this interpretation of the HC order “wasn’t legally tenable”. “Hence, without prejudice to the merits of the case, the reference relating to the question of alleged



World-class hockey ield at govt school CM inaugurates artiicial turf in Matiala Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



To promote the sport amongst young Delhiites, an international-standardhockey field was on Saturday inaugurated by Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal at a Delhi government school in Matiala Assembly constituency’s Ghumanhera village.



Third facility Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia said the facility was the first artificial turf ground to be laid at a government school. Mr. Kejriwal added that it would be



the third facility for hockey in Delhi, apart from Dhyan Chand National Stadium and Shivaji Stadium. At the inauguration, Mr. Kejriwal, Mr. Sisodia and area MLA, Gulab Singh, met young hockey players from the area, and the CM even tried his hand at the sport. He later tweeted that many renowned hockey players had emerged from rural Delhi, and without government support. He said the government would create many sports facilities across rural Delhi to support budding players.



disqualification of the respondents under Section 15 (4) of the GNCT of Delhi Act, 1991 for holding the said office survives and is maintainable…,” said the ECI. The next date of hearing would be decided and conveyed to those involved, it added.



BJP hails move, Cong wants MLAs to resign AAP essentially had 28 Ministers: Oppn Staff Reporter



‘Null and void’ Reacting to the development, AAP spokesperson and Greater Kailash MLA Saurabh Bharadwaj said that the party had options open to it to challenge the decision of the ECI. He reiterated the AAP’s stance that the Delhi High Court order had declared the appointment of parliamentary secretaries “null and void”, which he said meant that if the office never existed, then there was no question of hearing a petition against it.



NEW DELHI



The Opposition BJP on Saturday welcomed the decision of the Election Commission of India to continue hearing an office of profit case against 20 AAP MLAs, while the Congress demanded the immediate resignation of the MLAs. The ECI had on Friday written to President Pranab Mukherjee saying AAP’s argument against continuation of the case was “not legally tenable” and it would continue hearing the matter.



Leader of Opposition Vijender Gupta said the AAP’s arguments were meant to delay the verdict. He said the Constitution doesn’t permit over seven Ministers in Delhi, but with 21 MLAs as parliamentary secretaries, the AAP had essentially appointed “28 Ministers”. Delhi Congress president Ajay Maken demanded the resignation of the 20 MLAs on moral grounds, saying the uncertainty over their Assembly constituencies should end.



L-G inspects lyover project Oicials asked to inish Rani Jhansi Grade Separator by Oct Staff Reporter New Delhi



Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal on Saturday inspected the under-construction Rani Jhansi Grade Separator, an ambitious flyover project in north Delhi that has failed to see the light of day for a decade, and directed officials to complete it by October. Mr. Baijal directed all the stakeholders concerned to “take action” in a timebound manner and work within strict timelines on the construction of the 1.6-kmlong flyover, from near the St. Stephen’s Hospital to Filmistaan Cinema, which was originally set to be finished by 2010 but has missed several deadlines since.



Sisodia tweet The project will benefit residents of areas like Shakti Nagar, Karol Bagh, Gulabi Bagh, Kamla Nagar, Sadar Bazar, Paharganj, Azad Market and surrounding areas. “Reviewed progress of Rani Jhansi grade separator — a major project for traffic



Coming soon: The 1.6-km-long lyover is set to run from St. Stephen’s Hospital to Filmistaan Cinema. FILE PHOTO *



decongestion in North Delhi. Reassured of completion by October (Sic.),” tweeted the L-G following the inspection to which Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia replied, “Sir! This is a big blot on Delhi's development. MCD trying to do it for more than 10 yrs. Thnk u for speeding it up (Sic.)” The L-G chaired an onsite meeting with all stakeholders at DCM Chowk and enquired about various bottlenecks that are delaying



the project with North Delhi Municipal Corporation Commissioner P.K Gupta informing him that despite “various hindrances” coming in the alignment, “most of the work has been completed.” A Northern Railways official present at the meeting said the railway work will be completed by mid-September while the CEO, Delhi Jal Board, informed the LG that the work of shifting of major pipelines and sewers will be completed by Sunday.



Two get life in jail for rape Rickshaw-pullers held guilty of sexually assaulting passenger Nirnimesh Kumar New Delhi



A Delhi court has sentenced two rickshaw-pullers to life imprisonment till their natural life, holding them guilty of sexually assaulting a woman behind a bus stand near Mata Sundri College last year. On the day of the incident the victim, a Ghaziabad resident, left her home after quarrelling with her brother. After walking for some dis-



tance, she lost her way and reached the New Delhi Railway Station where one of the accused met her and told her that he would drop her home.



Eye-witness account He then took her to the bus stand where the other accused joined him and they committed rape upon her. Another rickshaw-puller who was present there caught hold of one of the ac-



cused when the victim raised an alarm, while the other fled. He then handed him over to the police. The evidence by the victim and the eye-witness proved crucial in the conviction. “Considering the manner of commission of offence... justice would be met only if the convicts Umesh Giri and Ehsaan are sentenced... to undergo rigorous imprisonment for life...” the Judge stated.
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Kerala plans single page record for land rights Group recommends settlement authority



Five arrested in Bantwal murder case



N.J. Nair



MANGALURU



A single-sheet Record of Rights (RoRs), comprising details of land parcels, including extent, ownership and encumbrance, will soon substitute the puzzling land documents and cumbersome land registration and transaction procedures in Kerala. A working group of the Kerala State Planning Board on land records has mooted a thorough shift in land transaction, record modernisation and maintenance by amending the Registration Rules, 1958.



The Daksina Kannada district police on Saturday arrested five persons in connection with the murder of Ashraf Kalayi, an office-bearer of the Social Democratic Party of India. He was hacked to death on June 21. The incident escalated tensions in Bantwal which has led to the clamping of prohibitory orders under Section 144 till June 27.



Kerala priest found dead in Scotland ALAPPUZHA



Father Martin Xavier Vazhachira of the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate, belonging to Pulinkunnu in Alappuzha, was found dead at Edinburgh in Scotland. He was doing his PhD and working at a church, according to the CMI authorities here. He had been assistant vicar at a church in Chethipuzha till July last.



THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



Detailed document The group, headed by Planning Board Vice-Chairman V.K. Ramachandran and comprising nine members, has recommended the constitution of a Kerala Land Settlement Authority. This will coordinate survey, re-



gistration, land use and such other activities to ease procedures, avoid multiplicity of agencies and ensure ease of business through systemic correction and a conclusive land titling system. An RoR would be a comprehensive document comprising details of the landholder, including bank account number, personal ID, land parcel number, classification and extent of land, and two quick reference codes to access online geo-referenced sketch of the property and online liabilities scan. The unique land parcel identification system will end the confusion over survey numbers and creation of sub-divisions. On adopting the system, production of RoRs will become mandatory for registering land transfers to prove the right to transfer.



Don’t know when our boy Karnataka embraced Islam: family police wait to IS sympathiser Omer reportedly visited Gujarat a few years ago T. Appala Naidu MACHILIPATNAM



The family of Islamic State sympathiser Konakalla Subramanyam alias Omer said on Saturday that it did not know when and how the 22year-old had embraced Islam. Omer was nabbed by the police on Friday for allegedly planning subversive activities on instructions from IS sympathisers. Subramanyam had mostly spent his college days in Machilipatnam, where he discontinued his education after completing his first year of under-graduation. He is the youngest son of K. Narasimha Rao and K. Ramamma, who migrated from Kotha Majeru village to Chinnapuram in Machilipatnam mandal 15 years ago. The family depends on agriculture for livelihood. “We never knew our boy had embraced Islam until people



Devu Jayamma, grandmother of Omer.



started inquiring about him using the name, Omer,” Devu Jayamma, Omer’s grandmother told The Hindu on Saturday.



Arguments with father She said the youngster had spent a week with the family in May last. “My grandson



left for Hyderabad, promising to pursue studies in hotel management as advised by his parents and brother. However, he told us later that he was running a temporary soda and sugarcane juice shop there,” she said. Speaking on Omer’s affiliation with the IS, Ms. Jayamma said there were a few instances of arguments between him and his father over his strong friendship with Muslims in Machilipatnam. “Our boy told us that he was visiting Gujarat to appear for some competitive examination a few years ago. He returned home after spending 35 days there,” she said on his visit soon after he converted to Islam in 2014. His parents could not be contacted as they had been called by the police for investigation.



Actor assault case: blackmail bid alleged



Huge cache of ephedrine seized at Bengaluru airport



Baby still stuck in borewell



’Dileep was contacted by accused Suni’



475 kg of the drug, caught in KIA, is worth over ₹24 crore



Special Correspondent



Staff Reporter



Special Correspondent



KOCHI



Bengaluru



Two months after the police filed the first charge sheet in a case of abduction and sexual assault of a woman actor in Kochi, the case has taken a new turn with actor Dileep and film-maker Nadirsha coming out publicly about a blackmailing bid allegedly on behalf of Sunil Kumar Surendran — ‘Pulsar’ Suni — the first accused in the case. Official sources said the actor had filed a complaint on April 20. It stated that a person, identified as Vishnu, had contacted Nadirsha and Appunni, a close aide of Dileep, over



A run-of-the-mill tip-off on drugs being smuggled out of the country led to one of the biggest seizures in south India in recent times. Intelligence sleuths of the Bengaluru Customs Air Cargo Complex on Friday seized 475 kg of ephedrine worth over ₹24 crore in the international market. Ephedrine is a controlled drug and stimulant used to make amphetamines and methamphetamine. On Friday, officers received an alert that all was not quite right with a consignment of 81 bags of ammonium chloride in the export shed at the



HYDERABAD



Dileep phone and sought ₹1.5 crore for not targeting the latter. Confirming the development, Nadirsha told the media here on Saturday that the caller had introduced himself as a friend of Suni and told him that many from the industry wanted to drag Dileep’s name into the case.



Kempegowda International Airport (KIA) that was slated to be shipped to Malaysia. “We called the Narcotics Control Bureau and tested the contents of the bags as both the ammonium chloride and ephedrine looked similar. After testing, NCB officials confirmed that that two bags contained ephedrine. The quantity detected is approximately 50 kg, which is valued at ₹2.5 crore in the international market, ” said an official.



Firm in Chennai The firm that had registered the consignment is in Chennai, and had shipped similar consignments in the past.



“We suspected that this was just the tip of the iceberg and questioned the custom house agent, who helped in booking the consignment,” added the official. From him, they tracked down the logistics firm that transported the bags from a godown in Kothanur to KIA. On Friday evening, a Customs Intelligence team raided the godown and found 300 bags of ammonium chloride. “We again called the NCB officials and they detected ephedrine in 17 bags. The seizure from the godown was 425 kg. It is valued at around ₹21.5 crore in the international market,” added the official.



The trauma of baby Chinnari’s family members entered the third day on Saturday. Suspense over her fate continued with the multiple rescue operations failing to bring her out from the borewell at Chevella of Ranga Reddy district. Telangana Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhara Rao directed the officials to do everything possible to save the little girl. “Till Friday morning, the baby was alive and we heard her voice. Despite sending cameras down to 200 feet, we could not trace her,” Mr. Reddy said on Saturday.



arrest scribe Ready to face consequences: Belagere Staff Reporter Dharwad



A Central Crime Branch team, in the city to arrest editor of Hai Bengaluru Ravi Belagere after the Karnataka Legislative Assembly ordered his imprisonment for breach of privilege, spent most of the day waiting outside a private hospital, where he has been admitted for treatment. Though the 59-year-old journalist talked to press persons who met him in the special ward, the police could not arrest him for want of clearance from the hospital authorities. Speaking to The Hindu, Mr. Belagere said he was not bothered about the arrest and would continue his work. “I am ready to face any consequence. It is part of my job,” he said, adding that he was pursuing legal options. Meanwhile, police sources said the editor of Yelahanka Voice, Anil Raj, who is also sentenced with one year imprisonment, is at large. “A special team has been formed to trace him,” said the source. The Assembly had passed an order to imprison editors of the two Kannada tabloids for a year with a fine of ₹10,000 for breach of privilege, a move which sparked widespread criticism. While there have been instances of admonition for breach of privilege in the past, this is the first time that imprisonment has been pronounced and approved by the Speaker. Mr. Belagere was at his farm house ‘Kadu Mane,’ located in the Joida taluk of Uttara Kannada district, when he complained of high blood pressure and chest



Ravi Belagere pain. He was admitted to the S.D.M. Medical College hospital around 3 a.m. on Saturday. “I had some uneasiness and chest pain at the time,” said Mr. Belagere. He underwent various medical tests at the hospital even as a police team waited outside to place him under arrest. So far, the hospital authorities have not issued an official statement on Mr. Belagere’s health condition.



Media persons meet CM Describing the Assembly’s order as an attempt to strangle the media and a clear case of attack on the freedom of the press, a delegation, comprising members of the Press Club of Bengaluru and the Bengaluru Reporters’ Guild, met Chief Minister Siddaramaiah on Saturday. Stating that media bodies were not questioning the judgment of the Speaker and supremacy of the legislature, the delegation said: “These developments will affect the harmonious relations between the legislature and the Fourth Estate.” The Karnataka Union of Working Journalists has planned to appeal to the Speaker to reconsider the decision of the committee.
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Metro rail tunnels under Hooghly set a record The twin 520 metre-long tunnels, part of the 16.6-km East West route, connect Howrah and Sealdah with Kolkata; service to start in three years



Shiv Sahay Singh KOLKATA



On June 20, the Kolkata Metro Rail Corporation (KMRC) completed the construction of India’s first set of underwater transportation tunnels. The two tunnels, 16.1 metres apart, with a diameter of 5.5 metres each, link the two banks of the Hooghly river — Howrah Maidan and Sealdah on one side with Kolkata on the other. The tunnels are at a depth of 13 metres below the riverbed, and 30 metres from the land surface. On April 14, a day considered auspicious in many parts of the country, a German-made Earth Pressure Balancing Tunnel Boring Machine named Rachna touched the riverbed — and it reached the other end on May 23. The same day, the second tunnel boring machine named Prerna started tunnelling the riverbed and came out on the other side on June 20.



In elite club “This is the first underwater transportation tunnel passing through a mighty river. The tunnels are an engineering marvel, which we have been able to complete in just 66 days,” Satish Kumar, Managing Director, KMRC, told The Hindu. With the completion of



IN BRIEF



the tunnels, India has joined a select group of nations that have underwater transport, he said, adding that the feat comes almost 33 years after the first metro train in the country opened its doors for the public in Kolkata in 1984. Mr. Kumar explained that the two tunnel-boring machines could not work parallel to each other because of the soft clay soil under the riverbed. After one machine completed the tunnelling, the second TBM followed.



‘High-risk exercise’ The tunnels are part of the 16.6 km East West Metro route, a major transport project in the city with an estimated cost of ₹8,996 crore, of which about 5.8 km traverses an elevated corridor and 10.8 km will run underground. The 520 metre-long tunnels under the river are part of the 10.8 km underground stretch. Mr. Kumar pointed out that tunnelling under the river was a high risk exercise involving a lot of protective measures. Along with the tunnelling, a dense concrete layer was being used to seal the tunnel and prevent seepage of water, which was the primary concern for engineers working in any water tunnel. “Each concrete liner segment is fitted with an impor-



ted neoprene main gasket and hydrophilic auxiliary gasket. The hydrophilic gasket expands when in contact with water and prevents any water seepage,” a senior KMRC official said. Engineers involved in the construction said the maximum face pressure below the river shall be approximately three times the atmospheric pressure. Interestingly, the two bridges over the Hooghly — connecting Kolkata with Howrah — took a longer time. While it took six years for the iconic Howrah Bridge to be completed since its commissioning in 1943, for Vidyasagar Setu the time taken was much longer — about 13 years. KMRC authorities said that about 250 workers worked round the clock in two shifts.



ASI’s nod Two days before the completion of the tunnel, the last hurdle for the mega transport project was resolved. The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) had been holding back permission for underground construction near the city’s Dalhousie area on the ground that three protected monuments — the Beth El Synagogue, the David Maghen Synagogue and the Currency Building — came within 100 metres of the
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metro tunnelling. Laying down the conditions for such construction, the National Monument Authority (NMA) and competent authority Nandini Bhat-



Three greenield airports in the oing Centre in talks with Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and A.P.



Lalu, Nitish must resolve their conlict: Shatrughan NEW DELHI



In the wake of the ongoing conflict between Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar and Rashtriya Janata Dal chief Lalu Prasad over the upcoming presidential polls, MP Shatrughan Sinha on Saturday urged them to resolve their differences for the “benefit of Bihar”. ANI



CBI to grill Tripura Minister in chit fund case AGARTALA



The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) will question Tripura’s Social Welfare and Social Education Minister Bijita Nath in connection with the Rose Valley chit fund scam on June 29. Ms. Nath was allegedly involved with Rose Valley, a ponzi company, before she became a Minister in 2013. The Minister said she was ready to face the CBI team.



Puri set to host annual Rath Yatra today BHUBANESWAR



Thousands of devotees started arriving in Puri, Odisha, on Saturday for the annual rath yatra of Lord Jagannath on Sunday. People thronged the Shree Jagannath Temple for the Naba Jauban Darshan (first sight) of Lord Balabhadra, Lord Jagannath and Devi Subhadra, the day before the rath yatra. Nearly seven lakh people may attend the event.



Take-of: The existing airport in CHennai is operated by the Airports Authority of India (AAI), which has a annual terminal capacity of 18 million passengers. FILE PHOTO *



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Centre has begun work on developing greenfield airports at Chennai, Pune and Vizianagaram, Civil Aviation Secretary R.N. Choubey said on Saturday. “We are preparing a new template to use the principle of land pooling for building more greenfield airports,” Mr. Choubey said here. He said the Central government has held its first round of meeting with the Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami for developing a second airport for Chennai, apart from the existing airport operated by Airports Authority of India (AAI), which has a annual terminal capacity of 18 million passengers.



Two policemen killed in Sukma operation Pavan Dahat NAGPUR



Two policemen were killed and five STF men injured in two operations in Sukma district of south Chhattisgarh. “We launched two major anti-Maoist operations on Friday — one in Bijapur district and the other in Sukma district. In Sukma district, we deputed around 1,500 security personnel. Around 15-20 Maoists were killed in ‘Operation Prahar’. Two jawans of the District Reserve Guard (DRG) were CM YK



martyred during a fresh firing at 4 p.m. Five STF men were injured in the morning. Firing is still going on,” D.M. Awasthi, the Special Director General of Police of the Anti-Naxal Operations unit of Chhattisgarh Police told The Hindu. “Some of our jawans were injured while trying to recover the bodies of the Maoists,” the top official revealed. Five STF men, who were injured in the firing in morning, were airlifted to Raipur by an Indian Air Force chopper.



“We are similarly in talks with the Maharashtra government for a new airport in Pune, and the Andhra Pradesh government for a greenfield airport at Bhogapuram,” Mr. Choubey said. “For a greenfield airport, a lot depends on land availability, and land acquisition is a bit [of a] difficult process. We have found land pooling to be a success in Gujarat, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. We are preparing a template where the same model can be used for developing an airport also,” the Civil Aviation Secretary said. The Airports Authority of India (AAI) had asked the Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology (CEPT) to study the model



followed by a few other States on land pooling. Under the model, land owned by different people is pooled together and the land owners get back a certain portion of land in a developed area, whose value is significantly higher than the value of the original land holding. The Tamil Nadu government is already considering several sites to develop the second airport for Chennai. This includes sites near Walajabad and Madhuranthakam in Kancheepuram district, and Alamathy and Gummidipoondi in Tiruvallur district. Recently, two greenfield projects at Mopa in Goa and Navi Mumbai in Maharashtra were awarded to private airport operators GMR and GVK respectively.



tacharya Sahu said all construction above the ground, including the Mahakaran Metro Station, shall be beyond the 100-metre prohibited area of Centrally



Protected Monuments. The Mahakaran Metro Station will be underground. While the city will have to wait till 2020 for train services between Howrah Maidan and Salt Lake, the first phase of the East-West Metro between Salt Lake and Phoolbagan in the city will start next year, KMRC authorities said. The Corporation awaits delivery of 14 coaches from Bharat Earth Movers. The



first rake will come in December. Each train will have six coaches with a maximum capacity of 2,068 passengers. Esplanade, also underground, will be a mega station connecting North South and the East West. First of its kind: The two Kolkata Metro tunnels are 13 metres below the riverbed. SPECIAL *



ARRANGEMENT



World Book Fair in Delhi from Jan 6 The event will have environment as theme; NBT looking to invite EU as guest Vikas pathak New Delhi



The National Book Trust (NBT) will host the next World Book Fair from January 6 here, with environment as the theme of the event. The Trust, an autonomous institution under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, is also looking at the possibility of having the European Union (EU) as a guest this time around. “We are trying to invite



EU itself as a guest. If this happens, we will be able to have a body of 28 nations rather than one single country, as has been the practice in the past,” said an official.



Pressing concern The theme of environment, the official said, has been chosen as it is a theme that is a pressing concern today, with global warming and rising pollution levels being a challenge. “We will organise events around the theme of pollu-



tion. These could be plays or other art performances, apart from showcasing books related to the theme,” the official said.



200 participants The NBT has been organising the fair since 1972. The first book fair it organised saw 200 participants flock to Delhi. Every book fair since 1998 has seen more than 1,000 participants from across the globe. Stalls relating to areas ranging from science and



technology to social sciences and children’s books are part of each episode of the World Book Fair, which sees visitors swarm to have a feel of the latest books on a wide variety of subjects from various publication houses.



Outsource proposal Last year, there was a proposal for the organisation of the event to be outsourced to a private company, but this was eventually shot down.
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FROM PAGE ONE



EC disqualiies Minister in M.P. The EC said the three items of ‘paid news’ were in the form of an “appeal” by Mr. Mishra but were attempted to be portrayed as news items — an item in Dainik Bhaskar that appeared on November 27, 2008 with a picture of Mr. Mishra and Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan and the BJP symbol, an item in Dainik Nayi Duniya under the heading “Nayi Duniya Response Features”, carrying a picture of Mr. Mishra and printed on the day of polls, and another in Dainik Datiya Prakash again on November 27, 2008, with Mr. Mishra’s



picture and ending with the words “Aapka Dr Narottam Mishra, Bhajapaa Pratyashi Vidhansabha Kshetra.” “Since the advertisements in question amount to expenditure that the candidate ought to have declared to EC in his election expenses account, since he knowingly took advantage of them — he is presumed to have impliedly authorised the said expenditure and therefore was required to report it, the Commission has decided that the respondent has failed to report the said expenditure,” said the EC order.



Maharashtra waives ₹34,000-cr. farm loans



Frustration again for India at NSG meet Group says all aspects considered; New Delhi will have a chance to make another attempt in ive months Suhasini Haidar NEW DELHI



The annual plenary meeting of the Nuclear Suppliers Group in the Swiss capital of Berne on June 22 and 23 ended without agreeing on India’s case for a membership, for a second year, though member states agreed to convene another meeting on the subject of non-signatories to the Non Proliferation Treaty, such as India and Pakistan, in another five months. A public statement issued on Friday night by the 48member body, which holds all consultations in secret and takes decisions by consensus, said: “The NSG had discussions on the issue of ‘Technical, Legal and Political Aspects of the Participa-



tion of non-NPT States in the NSG’. The Group decided to continue its discussion and noted the intention of the Chair to organise an informal meeting in November.” The announcement of the November date denoted “progress”, an Indian official said on Saturday, while the NSG also noted India’s special relationship with the group owing to the nuclear waiver India won in 2008 to conduct nuclear business. The NSG said the Berne plenary had “continued to consider all aspects of the implementation of the 2008 Statement on Civil Nuclear Cooperation with India and discussed the NSG relationship with India”. The “technical, legal and political aspects” phrase in



Vaghela slams Cong. high command



session in 2016, the NSG chairperson had appointed Argentine diplomat Rafael Grossi to oversee the process of building a consensus on the issue, but it is unclear if he will continue to lead that effort this year.



NSG issue] is < > [The now part of the growing list of intractables with China Rakesh Sood Former nuclear envoy



the NSG statement is part of a process decided on in 2016, when India and Pakistan had both formally applied for membership to build criteria for admitting non-NPT members. India would prefer to see a “case-by-case” basis membership process employed, given it has an impeccable record on nuclear transparency compared to Pakistan, which is accused of nuclear smuggling. At the end of the plenary



China blamed India has blamed China for being the “one country” stopping the NSG from a consensus, and although other members are understood to have expressed their concerns on a non-inclusive process, China has been prominent in objecting publicly, leading most experts to conclude the process won’t be resolved quickly. “[The NSG issue] is now part of the growing list of intractables with China, and



there is not enough to permit a give and take,” said the former Prime Minister’s nuclear envoy, Rakesh Sood, when asked whether the stand-off would continue. The continuing strain in India-China relations has dimmed prospects of any consensus coming quickly, given that other countries are wary of intervening on India’s behalf, said others. “The U.S. and western countries are not prepared to confront China on this issue at this time. The U.S. needs China to help deal with the Korean nuclear programme and Indian NSG membership is not a current priority. So [membership] is likely to be a long haul but we should insist that it remains on the NSG agenda,”



said former Foreign Secretary and Chairman of the National Security Advisory Board Shyam Saran. Notwithstanding reported attempts by New Delhi to ask Washington and Moscow to do more of the “heavy lifting” for India, and Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s meeting with the Chinese President at the SCO summit in Astana on June 9, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs repeated on Friday that there was “no change to China’s position”, on the admission of non-Non Proliferation Treaty states. Apart from China, nonproliferation hardliners inside the NSG remain ambiguous on the issue, an NSG official conceded, further clouding India’s path.
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On the draw keshav



Calls for ‘corrective steps’ for polls Special Correspondent AHMEDABAD



Big relief: Farmers having loans outstanding between April 1, 2012 and June 30, 2016 will be eligible. S. SUDARSHAN *



“Those farmers repaying their loans regularly will get 25 per cent (of their loan component, up to a maximum of ₹25,000) directly credited into their bank accounts as an incentive for their prudent fiscal management. Those making their payments in June 2017 would receive their incentive into their accounts.” Emphasising the need for a balanced approach, Mr. Fadnavis, who faces a consolidated debt burden that has crossed ₹4 lakh crore, also announced that certain segments of agriculturists would be left out. “Government employees (except class IV staff ), members of the Legislative Assembly and Council and traders with an annual turnover of ₹10 lakh would not be eligible for the loan waiver scheme. Moreover, all Ministers and MLAs of the Bharatiya Janata Party would donate one month’s emoluments that they receive to finance the loan waiver.” State governments have been told by Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley to foot loan waiver bills from their own coffers.



Complete waiver Former Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan asked, “What happens to the remaining 49 lakh farmers? They will continue to remain indebted. The ₹1.5 lakh benchmark is not an adequate threshold limit. We demand a complete loan waiver for all farmers.” A well-placed BJP leader, who preferred anonymity, said: “Earlier the limit of the loan waiver being talked about was in the range of ₹1 lakh. After further study it was realised that around 80% of mortgaged properties of marginal farmers (with small land holdings) would be freed if the limit was raised to ₹1.5 lakh. Now



the State government will have to find the funds for this unprecedented waiver, or it will have adverse impact on other welfare schemes of the State.”



Critical aspects “The government is simultaneously also trying to target critical aspects of the agricultural industry for reforms. There are serious problems on the marketing side for agricultural produce in the State, as the cooperative sector’s management has almost collapsed. Even the recent agitations were orchestrated by operators of the several APMC-administered markets,” he added. Transport Minister Diwakar Raote, who belongs to the Shiv Sena, said: “We had originally sought the limit to be pegged at ₹two lakh. However, the cost implications on the State exchequer have to be borne in mind. We are satisfied with the loan waiver.” A press release stated: “The loan waiver scheme announced by the Maharashtra government has been called the Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Sanman Scheme and includes farmers having outstanding loans between April and June 30, 2016. Those having loans outstanding between April 1, 2012 and June 30, 2016 would be entitled for the waiver. Those agriculturists with outstanding loans over ₹1.5 lakh during this period would be offered an OTS (one-time settlement) as per which eligible farmers would benefit by a State government assistance of ₹1.5 lakh or 25 per cent of their outstanding loan, whichever is lower. The scheme will benefit those farmers who availed of restructuring of their existing loans, but as of June 30, 2016 had unpaid loan arrears.”



‘Bring Khaplang faction on board’ Naga outfits envisage a “Greater Nagalim” or a contiguous land for the Nagas covering the States of Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur and Myanmar. On June 12, Mr. Rajnath Singh constituted a panel to examine various methods to curb the misuse of free movement along the Myanmar border and said that “it was being misused by militants and trans-border criminals who occasionally entered India, committed crimes and escaped to their CM YK



relatively safer hideouts”. India and Myanmar share an unfenced border of 1,643 km adjoining Arunachal Pradesh (520 km), Nagaland (215 km), Manipur (398 km) and Mizoram (510 km) and permit a ‘free movement’ regime up to 16 km across the border. Mr. Patton said he had opposed the move by the Centre to curb movement of people along the Myanmar border as it would impact the local ethos and culture of the Naga community.



Gujarat’s Leader of the Opposition Shankarsinh Vaghela hit out at the Congress party’s leadership and said that he would not like to be part of the team if “corrective steps” are not taken by the party high command. On Saturday, Mr. Vaghela held a meeting of his supporters to discuss the political situation in the State, and more particularly, in the Congress party. In the meeting, over 1,500 supporters, mostly party workers except a few former legislators and MPs, urged Mr. Vaghela to continue his “fight” and not think of retirement. “There is no homework



in the party at any level regarding the Assembly polls in Gujarat. Even after such a severe loss in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls, the party leadership has not drawn any lesson,” Mr. Vaghela said. He said that he had conveyed his concerns to Congress president Sonia Gandhi and vice-president Rahul Gandhi



No homework done According to him, the Congress is in better position to win the Assembly polls slated to be held later this year but “lack of preparations, proper homework in selection of candidates and internal sabotage” are the factors the party loses polls in the State.



Red carpet welcome awaits Modi White House to take forward agenda set under Obama rule for U.S.-India ties the previous administration’s measures to promote defence cooperation with India. The Obama administration had designated India as a ‘major defence partner’, an undefined term. The official said there will be some “concrete expression of that designation” during the visit. Climate change cooperation between India and the U.S. would continue under the Trump administration, the official said. “The U.S. has been a leader in clean energy technology, environmental protection, and this administration will continue that leadership,” said the official.



Varghese K. George Washington



President Donald Trump is eager to build on the momentum in U.S.-India ties built over the recent years and this resolve will be visible during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s first meeting with him on Monday, a senior White House official said. “The White House is very interested in making this visit special and really seeking to roll out the red carpet,” the official said, dismissing suggestions that Mr. Trump’s courting of China has created a drift in U.S. ties with India.



Critical partner “It will be wrong to say that this administration is ignoring or not focussing on India. President Trump realises that India is a force for good and that will come through in the visit on Monday,” the official said. Mr. Trump and Mr. Modi will spend nearly five hours on Monday, starting with a one-on-one meeting at 3.30 p.m., followed by a delegation-level meeting, a cocktail reception and a working dinner, the official said. Mr. Modi will be the first foreign dignitary who will be hosted by Mr. Trump for a White House dinner, the official said. Mr. Trump hosted Chinese President Xi Jinping and Japanese Prime Minister



Set to take of: PM Narendra Modi in New Delhi on Saturday before his visit to Portugal, the U.S. and the Netherlands. PTI *



Shinzo Abe for state dinners at his private golf resort Mara-Lago in Florida. The official said while defence cooperation will be accelerated and enhanced, cooperation in energy, particularly natural gas, will be a new thrust in bilateral ties under the Trump administration. New areas of antiterrorism cooperation will be announced during the visit. “We can expect to see some new initiatives…more willingness to increase information sharing, data sharing, access to data bases, re-



garding terrorist activities..” said the official. “Defence trade strengthens both our countries’ security. It reinforces security partnership and allows our armed forces to cooperate more closely,” the official said. The President considers India a critical partner in dealing with a variety of global challenges, the official said. “We believe that a strong India is good for the U.S.,” said the official. “President wants to build on that,” the official said, referring to



Nod to drone request The official gave clear indication that the pending Indian request for 22 unarmed Guardian drones would be cleared during the visit, saying no comments could be made before the U.S. Congress is notified. The CEO of General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, manufacturers of the UAV told Defense News that the sale has been cleared. America will also seek stronger IPR protection in India and lowering trade barriers, the official said. Both leaders will read out a brief statement each after the meeting, but the they would not take question from the media.



3 killed in Bengal over ‘cattle theft’



‘Other passengers refused to help’ Mob hurled religious abuses Ashok Kumar Faridabad



Hasib recalled how the atmosphere got communallycharged inside the crowded train. He said the mob hurled religious abuses and called them beef eaters. He alleged that other passengers instigated the assailants and that nobody came to their rescue, even though Junaid was bleeding profusely. “Junaid and Shakir were bleeding profusely, but all our pleas for help went unheeded. Nobody was even ready to part with a gamchha (cotton towel) to tie around Junaid’s waist,” said Hasib, who was discharged from hospital on Friday night. Shabbir Khan, a villager who had gone to mourn Junaid’s death, said “he was killed because he was a Muslim.” Mohammad Irshad, another villager, claimed that the hatred towards Muslims had increased. “We are told to go to Pakistan. We have to prove our patriotism every day,” said Mr. Irshad. “Today it is Junaid. To-



Manipur students protest univ ranking University not in top 100 list Iboyaima Laithangbam IMPHAL



Police rule out communal angle, say it is a case of ‘theft’ Staff Reporter Kolkata



Three persons were allegedly beaten to death in the Sonarpur gram panchayat area of Uttar Dinajpur district’s Chopra block on Thursday night. A group of about 10 men entered the area allegedly with the intention of stealing cattle and were caught by local people. “While the rest of them fled, the villagers caught three of them and beat them to death. We have arrested



three persons in relation to the case,” Superintendent of Police of Uttar Dinajpur Amit Kumar Bharat Rathod told The Hindu.



Murder case registered Asit Basu, 29, Ashim Basu, 27, and Krishna Podder, 24, were arrested on the early hours of Saturday in connection with the crime, police said. Mr. Rathod said that raids were being conducted in the area and a murder case was registered in this regard.



However, he ruled out communal angle saying it was only a case of theft. Those who were lynched were identified as Md. Nasirul Haque, 30, Md. Samiruddin, 32, and Md. Nasir, 33. According to the police, the three had previous criminal records. The police said that Haque’s mother Mamtaj Biwi has lodged a complaint. However, there were different versions of the incident among locals. While one section said



that the deceased entered the Durgapur village as some of the villagers had borrowed money from them, others said that their intention was to steal cattle. Another section said that there was “severe discontent” in the area as in the last one month or so more than a dozen incidents of cattle theft took place in the area. “Despite repeated complaints by villagers, the police had done precious little to resolve the issue,” locals said.



morrow, there can be many more like him. We want justice. Had the government been with us [the Muslims], this would not have happened,” said Mr. Khan. Mohammad Yunus, another villager, said attacks against Muslims would stop only if the government treated everyone equally. “Once upon a time, Hindus and Muslims used to live together in harmony. But it is not the same now. Recently, Muslim families in neighbouring Atali village were beaten following a dispute over a mosque. Traders in Faridabad have been beaten up for transporting cattle. All this can stop only if the government treats everyone equally,” Mr. Yunus said. Mohammad Ali Jaan, a neighbour, remembered Junaid as a religious boy. “He had memorised the Quran and was Hafiz Quran [guardian of the Quran]. On Wednesday, he had recited the Quran and was gifted ₹4,000 by the villagers. How can one who is the guardian of the Quran indulge in violence,” asked Jan.



Manipur University Students’ Union (MUSU) has said it would seek remedial measures after Manipur University failed to make the cut into the list of top 100 universities of the country. Buchi Mayanglambam, president of MUSU said, “The university was downgraded because the higher officials of the university paid more attention to construction and related works rather than on academic matters.” He further said, “MUSU will see to it that the officials remain in the offices and



classrooms from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. All of them will be monitored. Those who defy the well-meaning steps shall get adverse publicity in the media.” Meanwhile, the fast unto death by members of the All Manipur Elementary School Teachers’ Association, which started June 21, continued on Saturday in Imphal. They have been demanding the payment of ten months’ due salaries and the service regularisation of 175 downgraded teachers. The teachers were hospitalised after their condition became serious. M ND-ND
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Killing of oicer a sign of things to come in Kashmir Post-Ramzan, experts fear more blood-letting in the Valley; Army gears up for Amarnath Yatra and anniversary of Burhan Wani killing Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Kashmir will witness a further flare-up of violence in the coming days, and 2017 could end up being the bloodiest year in over a decade, show latest indications. The beating to death of Deputy Superintendent of Police Mohammed Ayub Pandith is the latest sign of flared tempers and a further worsening of the situation there, several sources in the security establishment say. Some seasoned hands estimate that most parameters for measuring Kashmir insurgency could go up about one-and-a-half times in the remaining part of 2017, compared with what has happened in the first six months of this year. “Violence will climb postRamzan and will go on till October. That is the peak season,” one official said. “In fact, in the remaining months of this year’s violence could breach all our expectations,” he cautioned. The death toll, including of security force personnel, militants and civilians, has crossed 150 this year, and it could well end up breaching



the Valley, infiltration attempts and to support them Cease-Fire Violations (CFVs) by Pakistan, are also expected to go up.



the 2009 mark — of 375 casualties. The declining trend in militancy began in 2002-03, after a decade of extreme violence, and was maintained until 2013, when it began to pick up. “Since then, we have seen a year-on-year increase in militancy, and 2017 will end up being the worst year,” he said.



Gruelling months One senior officer said the Army believed violence and attacks in Kashmir could go up significantly after Eid, and go on till mid-September. There were two key events that the Army would be watching warily now: the annual Amarnath Yatra between June 29 and August 7 and the anniversary of the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burwan Wani on July 8. (He was killed in 2016). “Between June 30 and July 8 they will try to build up the crowd for protests and may also resort to some violence. It will then continue till September,” a senior Army officer said. The bigger threat is from foreign terrorists in the Val-



ley, estimated at 70 to 80. The officer said they were well trained and motivated to make their presence felt. To deal with the possible worsening of the situation, the Army has deployed five additional battalions, or 5,000 troops, in vulnerable areas beyond Banihal. Of these, three battalions will be on the National Highway ahead of Jawahar tunnel that links Jammu to Kashmir. Army sources said that with additional troops on the highway, existing troops got freed up and they were being moved into interior



areas to “increase the number of company operating bases (COB).” According to Army estimates, the cycle of violence is expected to go on at least until September — till the United Nations General Assembly in New York attended by all Heads of States and where Pakistan traditionally raises the Kashmir issue. Another reason violence is expected to taper off after that is because the apple season begins by September-end. Once this ends winter will set in making infiltration and move-



ment difficult. “So they would want to make maximum impact before that,” another officer said. Militants will not target the highly guarded highways but will focus on interiors. The officer said that with the additional troops in place they would have room to dominate the areas to prevent major attacks. “Informants and security forces will be targeted, mostly single vehicles and small convoys. They will focus on the arterial roads and interiors,” the officer stated. Along with attacks within



One more battalion An additional Army battalion was deployed along the Line of Control for counter-infiltration duties two months back, sources said. They said violence levels have been much higher this year even during the holy month of Ramzan. Attacks on security forces and infiltration attempts are being reported on a daily basis. Security forces estimate there are at least 200 militants in the Valley. This year till June 12, 77 militants have been killed — 32 on the LoC and 45 in the Valley. Last year for the same period 54 militants were killed. The CFVs by Pakistan during the same time have also gone up sharply. This year till June 12, 193 CFVs were reported while it was just five for the corresponding period last year. The CFVs for the whole of last year were 228.



SOS, gunshots did not make police rush to mosque SP transferred over delayed response and lapse in following protocol during Thursday night’s killing of police oicer



SIT formed, three more arrested



Peerzada Ashiq SRINAGAR



An officer of the rank of Superintendent of Police was transferred as major lapses on the part of the police have come to the fore in the incident of fatal beating of Deputy Superintendent of Police Mohammed Ayub Pandith by a mob outside the historic Jamia Masjid here on Thursday night. Police sources told The Hindu that an SOS was flashed by junior-rung police personnel, informing the senior police officer about the law-and-order situation on the premises of the mosque. But there was no immediate response from senior personnel on the ground at the time of the incident, po-



A special investigation team was constituted on Saturday to probe the killing of a police officer by a mob outside Jamia Masjid on Thursday. Three more persons were arrested, taking the number to five. “Twelve people have been identified in connection with the case and five of



them have been arrested,” Director-General of Police S.P. Vaid said. The SIT has been tasked with arresting those behind the killing of Mohammed Ayub Pandith, Deputy Superintendent of Police, on Thursday night. It will be headed by Sajad Shah, Superintendent of Police, north Srinagar. “We are expecting more



arrests soon,” said Inspector-General of Police, Kashmir, Muneer Khan. Meanwhile, the family and relatives of Danish Mir, one of the three persons arrested, alleged that the police rounded him up despite his severe bullet wound. They staged a protest in Srinagar and demanded his immediate release.



dragged him over quite a distance to leave it outside the premises of the big mosque. It is inexplicable why policemen from the nearby Nowhatta police station, a few hundred metres



away, failed to reach the spot and attempt to rescue the police officer, who was beaten for more than half an hour and later dragged, in a public spectacle. Sources said the police re-



sorted to aerial firing to ensure the body was shifted to a safer location only after two hours. Also, the police top brass has failed to explain why a DSP-rank officer was all alone on access duty.



Special correspondent Srinagar



Outpouring of homage: Deputy CM Nirmal Singh with the kin of Mohammed Ayub Pandith in Srinagar. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



lice sources said. Even the gunshots fired by the officer, audible in a large area, could not attract the immediate attention of the personnel in the nearby police station. The killing took place



between 11.30 p.m. and midnight. However, police sources said the body of the 57-year-old police officer was retrieved around 2 a.m., more than two hours after the mob attacked him and



Mirwaiz’s team visits Ayub’s house Hurriyat chairman condoles death Special Correspondent Srinagar



In a rare gesture shown by separatists, Hurriyat chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq on Saturday sent a delegation to the residence of deceased police officer Mohammed Ayub Pandith in Srinagar and expressed his condolences, while “condemning the killing”. A Hurriyat spokesman said the delegation was led by Muhammad Shafi Khan and advocate Yasir Dalal. “They conveyed grief and sorrow on the tragic death of Pandith to the bereaved family. They conveyed to the family that the Mirwaiz and the Hurriyat condemns this inhuman act,” the spokesman said. The Mirwaiz, in his condolence message, said, “Brutality of every sort was condemnable and unacceptable.” Meanwhile the Mirwaiz has condemned arrests during nocturnal raids on the residences of Hurriyat leaders and activists on the eve of Id-ul-Fitr. “It is vengeful and unethical,”



Mohammed Ayub Pandith said the Mirwaiz, who remains under house arrest.



Slams PDP govt. Meanwhile, JKLF chairman Muhammad Yasin Malik was arrested and immediately shifted to the central jail in Srinagar. “On Id-like occasions, prisoners are usually released from jails and police stations as a goodwill gesture but the RSSbacked Peoples’ Democratic Party regime has made a new norm in Kashmir by arresting more and more people and incarcerate them in jails on this auspicious occasion,” said Mr. Malik.



Militants open ire on CRPF patrol Special correspondent SRINAGAR



One CRPF jawan was killed and two others injured as militants opened fire on a CRPF patrol near the Patha Chowk area on the outskirts of Srinagar on Saturday afternoon. Police officials said the vehicle was outside the Delhi Public School (DPS), Srinagar, as part of a road opening party, when militants emerged on the Srinagar-Jammu National Highway and opened fire around 5 p.m.



An assistant sub-inspector, identified as Sahab Shukla,succumbed to his injuries in the Army hospital. The police feared that the militants might have taken shelter in the school building. Reinforcements were rushed to the area and the premises of the school checked. Meanwhile, Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) claimed the responsibility for the Patha Chowk attack. LeT spokesman, Dr Abdullah Ghaznavi said its men attacked the CRPF party.



INTERVIEW | SHIVRAJ SINGH CHOUHAN



Rajasthan Jats call of quota agitation ‘Vested interests hijacked M.P. stir’ State assures protesters of considering their demand for inclusion in OBC list ‘In Mandsaur, anti-social elements involved in poppy trade iniltrated the agitation’



Special Correspondent Jaipur



Nistula Hebbar



Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan speaks to The Hindu on the agitation by farmers in his State… In Madhya Pradesh, farmers’ protests have revolved around fair prices after a good year for crops. Why was there no anticipation of a bumper crop? ■ In the last five years in Madhya Pradesh, we have seen more than a 20% growth rate in agriculture. There are many factors behind it, like enough water for irrigation, loans at -10% interest rates for seeds and fertilizers, change and variation in crop patterns etc. This year, unexpectedly, due to good monsoon and no natural calamity like hailstorms, we have had a bumper crop. We couldn’t have imagined a 32 lakh metric tonne harvest of onion, potatoes, the growth of pulses by 49%. But this is however not the reason for the agitation. In the whole State, there are 59 districts, out of which 49 districts remained untouched by agitations. In the majority of the districts small groups of 100-150 people came, submitted a list of demands, and had their grievances addressed.



The agitation was on agricultural issues. How can you separate it from what happened in Mandsaur? ■ What took place in Mandsaur, involved people who were not farmers alone. It may have begun with a genuine grievance of farmers but the kind of elements who infiltrated that agitation I wouldn’t term them farmers.



CM YK



People with vested interests, political interests, got into the act. You must have seen videos of members of a political party asking that police stations be burned down. Mandsaur is a special case since it is also one of the few places where opium is legally grown in India and regulated under the Narcotics Act and Finance Ministry. Lately the trade in poppy stalk/husks, that used to sell for ₹120/kg has also been banned. Thousands of quintals of that is lying around unsold now. Those who were involved in that trade even illegally were left high and dry. Some antisocial elements involved in that trade infiltrated the farmers’ agitation. We are going into the depth of the issue. So the problem with not getting a fair price for their crops among farmers is different from the violent agitation. Otherwise the whole State would have been in flames. The Bhartiya Kisan Sangh (BKS), the RSS’s farmer outfit, and even leaders of the BJP’s Kisan Morcha had been part of the agitation and considered the demands of farmers genuine enough. ■ No, I’m not blaming genuine agitators. For the violence that broke out I blame the anti-social elements who infiltrated the agitation, took advantage of it to stoke trouble. I admit that the BKS was part of the protests against falling prices of crops. They were upset that farmers were not being given



of 59 districts in < > Out M.P., 49 remained untouched by agitations fair prices. But their manner of protest was not violent. They led representations to the government, and when they were assured that their grievances would be addressed, the BKS also kept away from the agitation. There was criticism over your move to undertake a fast while violence was raging, rather than dealing with the situation administratively.



It wasn’t as if I was just going to sit on a fast and do nothing else. I cleared files, held meetings and did my other tasks as Chief Minister while undertaking the fast. On the one hand I was aware of where my duty as Chief Minister lay and on the other I was disturbed by the violence in Mandsaur, the lives that had been lost. It will be a pain that I shall carry within me all my life. Mera mann bhara hua thaa (my heart was full of grief ), and I could see that there were people who were trying to create trouble. I knew that if I appealed to the people by fasting, they would realise that some people were creating trouble and would unite against them. That is exactly



■



what happened. The whole State decided that there would be no more violence, after which I ended my fast. It was an attempt by me to use moral force to end the violence, and express my own sense of pain. I could have made oral statements asking for peace, but I felt that if I fasted, gave myself some kasht (trouble) people will respond. Will the victims of the violence during the agitation, including police firing get justice? ■ We have suspended the Collector and SP of Mandsaur among other changes in the administration there. We have also constituted a judicial commission, considered the most credible of enquiry commissions in our country, to investigate the matter. Whoever is found guilty, strict action will be taken against them.



MP is not the only State grappling with problems related to agriculture. What are the solutions that your government is going ahead with? ■ Our farmers require good price for their crops, and we are attempting to provide that. For example, onions are being bought at ₹8/kg, whereas in wholesale mandis it would go for ₹2/kg. Till yesterday we have procured 4.5 lakh metric tonnes. We have set up a price stabilisation fund of ₹1,000 crore. We have also set up a committee for agriculture costs and prices that will look at crops like onions too. In every city and small town, a farmers’ market will be set up.



The agitation by members of the Jat community demanding reservation in the Other Backward Class (OBC) category, which threw normal life out of gear for three days in the eastern Rajasthan, was called off on Saturday after the State government assured them of considering their inclusion in the OBC list. Jats led by Congress MLA Vishvendra Singh decided to withdraw the stir after hold-



ing talks with State government representatives in Bharatpur district.



Stir on since 2015 Jats of Bharatpur and Dholpur, who were kept out of the quota because they comprised the ruling class in the two districts before Independence, have been agitating on the issue since 2015. Social Justice and Empowerment Secretary B.L. Jatawat handed over a letter to a delegation of Jats at the Bharatpur Inspector-General



of Police office assuring that the State OBC Commission’s report on the subject would be placed before the Cabinet in its next meeting and further action taken. Mr. Singh, MLA from Deeg-Kumher and scion of the erstwhile royal family, said Jats were satisfied with the State government’s response and hoped that the written assurance would be implemented in its true spirit. “Our agitation was non-violent and the response of



Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje was very positive,” he said.



Blockade lifted Mr. Singh called upon the community members to lift the rail and road blockade at more than 20 places, which had disrupted traffic between Jaipur, Bharatpur, Mathura and Agra for three days. Road traffic and bus and train services were slowly being restored after the agitation was called off.
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Emir of Qatar, at the centre of the storm



When Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani decided to abdicate the throne for his 33-year-old son Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani in 2013, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates were quick to congratulate the young Emir. “We are confident that you will continue the journey of your father…,” the late Saudi King Abdullah bin Abdulazeez said. Sheikh Tamim did continue the journey of his father, who, in the 18 years of his rule, transformed Qatar, a tiny energy-rich country in the Gulf that shares a land border only with Saudi Arabia, into a wealthy regional power with a relatively independent foreign policy.



What was his first crisis? Sheikh Hamad announced his abdication decision on June 25, 2013. Within a week, Abdul Fattah al-Sisi, the Egyptian General, seized power by toppling the country’s first elected President Mohamed Morsi, who had the backing of Qatar. Saudi Arabia and the UAE offered help to Gen. Sisi because they saw President Morsi’s Muslim Brotherhood movement as a threat to regional stabil-



ity. For Sheikh Tamim, it was his first major foreign policy crisis.



Why was Egypt’s coup bad news? His father had heavily invested, both politically and economically, in the Arab Spring protests to expand Qatar’s influence across the region. It was in Qatar’s interests to prevent the coup that took place in the background of largescale anti-Morsi protests in Cairo and other parts of Egypt. “I became the Emir just three or four days before what happened in Egypt on June 30 [when the protests broke out],” Sheikh Tamim later said in a conversation with Georgetown University president John J. DeGioia. “I had to deal with the situation… to find a solution in Egypt. It was very difficult. I tried my best, but unfortunately, you know, I wasn’t successful,” he said. Why the rift with Saudi Arabia? After the coup, Sheikh Tamim had two options: either toe the Saudi line by welcoming Egypt’s new ruler or continue to support the Muslim Brotherhood. He



chose the latter, paving the way for protracted tensions with his bigger neighbour which eventually led to Riyadh and its allies cutting ties with Qatar earlier this month.



What are his roots? Sheikh Tamim, born in Doha in 1980 as the fourth son of Sheikh Hamad, became the Emirate’s heir apparent at 23 when his older brother Jasim renounced his claim to the throne. Since then, the al-Thani royal family had been grooming him to take over from his father. He was a Second Lieutenant in the Qatari army and became the deputy commander-in-chief in 2009. He has served in several other key positions such as the president of THE Qatar National Olympic Committee and the chairman of the committee or-



ganising the 2022 Fifa World Cup.



What is his politics? From the early days of his rule, it was evident that Sheikh Tamim wanted to raise Qatar’s profile in an unstable region. He competed with the Saudis in bankrolling anti-regime militias in Syria. He backed one of the rival governments in Libya. Al Jazeera, the royal familyfunded television station, continued its sympathetic coverage of the Muslim Brotherhood. When the political leadership of Hamas, the Palestinian militant group that rules Gaza, fled crisis-hit Damascus, Qatar offered them refuge. Moreover, despite conflicting in-



terests elsewhere in the region, Sheikh Tamim retained good diplomatic ties with Iran, Saudi Arabia’s main regional rival.



What’s the way forward? Within a year of his rule, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain temporarily suspended diplomatic ties with Qatar over Doha’s support for the Muslim Brotherhood. But Sheikh Tamim stayed the course on foreign policy. Things started changing after King Salman took power in Saudi Arabia and his young son, Mohammed bin Salman, was appointed Defence Minister. The new Saudi rulers took a tougher line towards Qatar. The Saudi attempt to isolate the emirate is certainly the biggest foreign policy crisis. For now, Iran and Turkey have offered him support, including food supplies. But the question is how long will he be able to resist pressure from Qatar’s giant neighbour at a time when the cold war between Iran and Saudi Arabia is hotting up. STANLY JOHNY
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The lowdown on Amazon’s takeover of Whole Foods



WHAT IS IT Amazon,



the world’s biggest online retail platform that sells everything from contraceptives to coffins, stirred a market



storm in the U.S. with its announcement on June 16 to buy premier grocery store chain Whole Foods for $13.7 billion. Whole Foods has 450 stores, physical, brick and mortar, across America, where people can see, smell or feel items ranging from organic beef to chemical-free lip balm. That is where Americans who look for — and can afford — the boutique grocery shopping experience go. Quite the opposite of Amazon. The unusual union has triggered a lot of plausible explanations about the objective behind the deal. But the immediate outcome was that just the announcement made Amazon founder Jeff Bezos richer by a couple of billion dollars, making him the second richest person in the world. Amazon stock prices are rising and Mr. Bezos’ personal fortune has grown by more than $10 billion in the last two months. According to Business Insider, just the past week, Amazon’s market cap has grown by $18 billion. Competing retail companies, such as Walmart and Tar-



get, lost $31 billion combined in market cap in the same period. The decision to buy HOW DID IT COME ABOUT Whole Foods is, in some ways, merely yet another step in the march of Amazon that started as an online bookstore in 1996 and has now grown to raking in above $135 billion in annual revenue. Mr. Bezos’ motto is to sell everything to everyone, and food is a key component in the success of that strategy. Amazon’s existing distribution strategy is not the right fit for expanding the sale of perishable food items. Whole Foods, on the other hand, has gained for itself an image of providing fresh, safe and dependable food, but its business model has run into a crisis. While its steep prices were not a deterrent to a loyal customer base, its attempts to expand the number of stores turned out to be a risky decision. Because high quality, high priced grocery by definition is not expandable beyond a point.



Therefore, the quesWHY DOES IT MATTER tion that animates pundits of all hues is what next. Amazon could use these stores as contact points for its online customers for all products, for one. It can also use the Whole Foods experience in dealing with perishable items to ramp up its food sales. There is an increasing appetite for less processed food, but the premium that Whole Foods charges for that is unaffordable for most people. If Amazon could use technology and other management processes to take that food to a larger number of people in a more cost effective way, that could be a huge advantage to the company and its customers. But there could be challenges. Market rivals beaten in valuation after the announcement of the deal could try to stop the deal. Reports suggest that Walmart is trying to push back Amazon, by contemplating a counter offer to Whole Foods on the one hand and pressuring its technology vendors to quit Amazon’s cloud and other IT services. While cus-



tomer advantage is desirable, Amazon’s business model is based on controversial labour management practices. “The most interesting tension in this deal lies in the comparison of Amazon’s obsessively customer-centric culture with Whole Foods’ notions of Conscious Capitalism, an approach to a more balanced set of commitments to customers, employees, communities, and investors. The management of these differing approaches will represent one of the earliest challenges for all the parties in this deal to address,” Len Schlesinger, Professor at Harvard Business School, wrote in Forbes. By taking over a physical store chain, Amazon is experimenting with the new frontier of retail. The way it plays could impact not only the way people eat but also the way they relate to each other. Disruption is not an event. It is a process, and who better to show it than Mr. Bezos?



WHAT NEXT



VARGHESE K GEORGE
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What happened on June 18? * Pakistan reiterated a cliché that cricket is a game of glorious uncertainties by causing an upset in the ICC Champions Trophy final at the Oval in London. At the receiving end of Pakistan’s mercurial brilliance was India as the former cruised to a huge 180-run victory. The climax belied all predictions that backed Virat Kohli’s talented men. The Men in Blue had an off-day and Pakistan played with the zest reminiscent of the 1990s when it constantly humbled its neighbour, especially at Sharjah, though the tale was different in ICC tournaments where India dominated. First up, Fakhar Zaman’s counterattacking 114 off 106 deliveries helped Pakistan post 338 for four and when India pursued, left-arm speedster Mohammad Amir scalped Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli and Shikhar Dhawan to derail the chase. India was bowled out for 158 and Pakistan cherished a win, which was as significant as its 1992 World Cup victory in Australia.
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is Pakistan’s Champions Trophy win signiicant?



What is the backstory? * The squad led by Sarfraz Ahmed has gifted hope to a country that was seemingly resigned to see its cricketers flicker and fade. Pakistan’s tryst with the willow game has always been an explosive affair replete with gritty batsmen, spinning wizards and most importantly sultans of speed. However, the stirring tales of Imran Khan and Javed Miandad seemed distant as over two decades, spot-fixing allegations, a divided dressing room and a waning chutzpah undid the team. Even Amir, one of the heroes of the Champions Trophy final, was once caught for spot-fixing. The terrorist attack on a Sri Lankan team bus in Lahore in 2009 was a further blow to Pakistan as it lost its certainty of being a safe host and had to accept Sharjah and Dubai as proxy homes while playing other teams. Recently, two of its long-serving batsmen of repute, Younis Khan and Misbah-ul-Haq, retired. Juxtaposed with this grim context, Pakistan needed a global title to stay afloat and what transpired on a fe-



verish Sunday at the Oval could be the magic potion that the squad desperately needed. Can it meld flair with consistency? * In his book that chronicles Pakistan’s cricketing history, The Unquiet Ones, sports scribe Osman Samiuddin writes these eloquent lines: “Pakistan soar, Pakistan plummet. Pakistan and life move on, as it is, as it was; death would it be for Pakistan to go quiet.” Samiuddin is spot-on; Pakistan’s cricket has always been a tale of rousing highs and soul-sapping lows but somehow the game has thrived, be it in the lanes of Karachi or in the refugee camps in the North West Frontier Province. Out on the field, Sarfraz’s men showed they have the talent, that the oriental flair is intact and even proved that their passion to give it all is a primordial instinct which can be tapped into. Pakistan remains a team very much in the rebuilding phase but if the selectors persist with the Azhar Alis, the Fakhar Zamans, the Mohammad Amirs and the Shadab



Khans, the rewards could be incremental. Sarfraz seems to be a captain bolstered with patience and an understanding of the game’s changing tides. An upswing in fortunes with consistency as the cornerstone seems to be in order. What’s the path ahead? * Pakistan has never been short of talent. Fast bowlers busy playing tape-ball cricket in its urban streets have often been handpicked and fast-tracked onto the big stage. Some showed they belonged, some got distracted but there is no denying the rich vein of cricketing excellence that runs through the country. Yet, if the security apparatus doesn’t breed confidence for leading nations to visit and play in Pakistan and home matches stay rooted in Sharjah and Dubai, it can affect player morale. For now, Pakistan has shown that it is not a spent force, an adjective that sadly sticks to the West Indies. K.C. VIJAYA KUMAR
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20 June 2017



Disappearing act: British actor Daniel Day-Lewis, the only male actor to have won three Best Actor Oscars, announced his retirement from acting on Tuesday. His agent Leslee Dart put out a statement that the 60-year-old “will no longer be working as an actor.” He won his irst Oscar in 1990 for playing an Irish writer and painter with cerebral palsy in My Left Foot. He bagged his second Oscar for his role in Paul Thomas Anderson's oil drama There Will be Blood in 2008. Then, in 2013, for essaying the part of Abraham Lincoln in Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln, he got his third Oscar. He will always be called one of the best “method” actors of his generation — he was known to be in character while on set; for instance, while ilming Jim Sheridan’s My Left Foot, he was on a wheelchair the whole time. Day-Lewis, who has a home in Ireland, is married to Rebecca Miller, daughter of playwright Arthur Miller, and has three children. AFP, REUTERS *
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In Mumbai, Taj Palace gets a trademark India’s Trade Mark Registry has assigned an image trademark to Mumbai’s Taj Mahal Palace hotel. This makes it the first structure in India to get such a trademark registration — one of many firsts of this landmark of the city — and takes it into an elite group of tradeCM YK



Taj Palace exteriors. without consent. It also concedes that as far as the Indian government is concerned, the Taj Palace is the most identifiable commercial building in India, since there are many other buildings — Parliament House or Rashtrapati Bhavan to name just two — that are more widely recognised. Not to speak of historically important monuments, like the Qutb Minar or India Gate. Or the Gateway of India (20 years younger) in front of the hotel. Or, for that matter, that famous mausoleum in Agra after which the hotel is named.



marked structures across the globe, enhancing its stature in the international hospitality industry.



WHERE



Why is the trademark so important? The idea of applying for a trademark originated a year ago, during the tenure of former Indian Hotels (IHCL) MD and CEO Rakesh Sarna. A hospitality veteran, Mr. Sarna had brought several changes to the Taj Group, including the introduction of the brand architecture that the chain calls ‘Tajness.’ It took seven months to get the trademark. Usually, trademarks are only assigned to company logos and brands, entities that make goods or services that are bought and sold or the goods or services themselves. This is to protect these commercial entities from other commercial entities that may seek to use their goodwill and brand recognition. Taj Hotels Palaces Resorts Safaris (which is owned by Indian Hotels, the hospitality arm of the Tata Group) by applying for the trademark, demonstrates that it believes that the very look of the building



— or reproductions of it — is so recognisable that anyone attempting to replicate or use it for any commercial reason is trying to cash in on its brand, and it therefore needs to be protected. At its most basic level, the trademark means that no one — or no organisation — can make commercial use of images of the



What does this mean for Taj Palace? This enhances the Taj Palace’s place in the world: among the other well-known structures around the world with trademarks are the Empire State Building in New York City, the Eiffel Tower in Paris, and Sydney’s Opera House. Is the Taj Palace all that special? Getting a trademark assigned is just one more first in the 114-year-long journey of



the hotel. The story goes that Tata group’s founder, Jamsetji Tata, decided to set up the hotel after he was refused entry into Watson Hotel, which only allowed whites. The Taj was the country’s first luxury hotel built by an Indian and Bombay’s first luxury hotel. At the time of its inauguration, it was the only hotel in India with electricity. It was also the first to have an elevator, a licensed bar, an all-day restaurant and a discotheque. It has played host to leaders of the Indian Freedom movement such as Muhammad Ali Jinnah, Sarojini Naidu and many others. Lord Mountbatten, the British Raj’s last viceroy of India, announced the country’s independence from its steps in 1947. In a sadder vein, the dome wreathed in flames and smoke became, arguably, the most lingering image of the terror attacks in Mumbai in 2008. When the Taj Palace reopened a year later, it became another symbol for Mumbaikars — it stood for the spirit of the city. LALATENDU MISHRA M ND-ND
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Us versus them: the burden of association such readers are capable of a nuanced understanding. My point was not that religious Muslims (or Hindus or Christians) are to blame; it was that unequal ‘us-them’ binarisms create a situation in which the equivalent humanity of others can be ignored, or erased. Not all religious people, but religious people with such binarisms — which can be avoided without losing faith — need to think again. This applies to some Muslims just as much as it applies to some Zionists, etc.



Tabish Khair is an Indian novelist and academic who teaches in Denmark



The gist of my last column, aimed particularly but not exclusively at religious Muslims, was this: ‘To think that you are so special (as to inherit earth or heaven) can very easily turn into a dismissal of the equivalent humanity of others, as casteist Hindus do with Dalits and as colonial Europeans did with the colonised at times.’ I knew that some would disagree. But what surprised me was the tendency to simplify the argument. When that tendency was displayed in some cerebral circles too — for instance, an Indian editor-novelist tweeted that my article basically blamed religious Muslims for militancy — I wondered whether I had been too cryptic in my writing, for surely



Superiority complex Or let us take the intense hatred that many white supremacists felt and feel for Barack Obama, the former President of the U.S. Much of this has to do with the colour of Obama’s skin — in short, racism. What is racism in this context? Racism is a belief that one’s race is superior to other races, and that it needs to be privileged in any case. It does not matter that the construct of ‘race’ can be shown to be flimsy and irrelevant. It does not matter that, at most, ‘race’ is a taxonomic category, not a biological or cultural one. It does not matter that the
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Human ‘diference’ is not the same as ‘superiority’ — diference assumes human equivalence



genetic variance within any particular ‘race’ — for instance, ‘Caucasoid’ — is greater than the mean genetic variance between individuals of different ‘races.’ And, of course, it does not matter that the main features of racial differentiation, such as skin colour, account for almost nothing of our common genetic inheritance. All this does not matter to the white supremacist in the U.S.: he is still con-



vinced that he is superior to ‘blacks’ and ‘coloureds’, including Obama, a man of distinguished thinking, much erudition and remarkable capacity for hard work. One can argue that a vague feeling of white superiority exists among many white Americans and Europeans. Most of them, being decent people, do not act on it. But its existence enables the more angry or brutal or confused white person to take a gun and shoot down coloured people. One cannot totally absolve those who believe in some ‘soft’ rendition of white superiority from a share in the guilt of the white terrorist who shoots down coloured people. American evangelicals have a similar version of Christian superiority, rooted in their history of the creation of U.S. as a ‘new Jerusalem’. Most of them do not go about shooting non-Christians. Most of them would be shocked if you accused them of the intention, though some probably because they (erroneously, I hope) believe that the U.S. Army is there to do so. But every once in a while, some disturbed American (brought up on the myth of Christian superiority) turns his



gun on a Muslim — or, unable to distinguish, a Sikh or Hindu — in the U.S. Who can reasonably claim that the most peace-loving of American evangelists who shares this belief in the superiority of his Christian faith does not also share a part of the blame?



Mistreatment of the ‘other’ In my last column, I had already written about how some casteist Hindus maltreat Dalits because some caste Hindus believe themselves to be born superior. I had also written about how the supposedly ‘civilised’ or even ‘rational’ values of European colonisers led to feelings of cultural (and racial) superiority, which often enabled the massacre or maltreatment of non-Europeans. Do I even need to repeat these matters? Are they not evident enough to anyone who is willing to pause and reason? If that is so, what is so different about the unfortunately common religious Muslim position that only Muslims — actually, only Muslims of a certain observance — will go to heaven? Doesn’t it posit an ‘us-them’ category which can drive the more disturbed among our youth to justify (or commit) violence



against ‘them’, in the same way as white superiority, militant Christian evangelism, casteist superiority, and colonial ‘civilisational’ hubris do? Anders Behring Breivik, the Norwegian terrorist who killed 77 people in 2011, was both a Christian fundamentalist and a white nationalist. He was also, as the media highlighted, a ‘lone wolf ’. So was the perpetrator of the van attack on a London mosque last week. But that, to my mind, does not reduce the complicity of peaceful Christian evangelicals or ‘decent’ white nationalists, who believe that they are a superior or ‘chosen’ people, in sustaining the conditions and rationale for the eruption of a ‘lone wolf ’. I do not see what makes a similar culpability vanish in the case of all those decent, peaceful religious Muslims who feel that they are a chosen people, intended for special privileges here or in the hereafter. The fact remains that human ‘difference’ is not the same as ‘superiority’. Difference assumes human equivalence. Once superiority of any sort, revealed or natural, is assumed, what one gets isn’t difference but its eventual eradication.



An antidote to joblessness



Life and death in Burhanpur



GST, Aadhaar, and the cow are part of a strategy



A Mughal-era town that is curiously not on the traveller’s trail
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is a historian, author and blogger documenting India’s syncretic culture



all the paperwork — from application forms to admission forms, examination forms, bank challans, and assorted certificates. You could say I am lucky to be blessed with a father who finds meaning in the pursuit of multiple, self-attested photocopies. It is because he finds joy in filing returns, booking tatkal tickets, and berating purposefully idiotic call centre executives that even as an adult, I have outsourced all banking, ticketing, bill payment, and tax-related work to him.



Maximum red tape Now, thanks to our government’s mantra of maximum government, maximum red tape, his post-retirement days are more adventurous than my pre-retirement ones. While I return exhausted after a day spent staring at a screen, he befriends bank managers, offers marriage counselling to RTO clerks, and comes home with a bagful of stories. To top it all, he loves queues, where he gets to strike up conversations with woebegone strangers. I had to quickly import him from Chennai to Delhi to help us survive demonetisation. “Don’t shout-da,” he said. “Do you know some poor fellows have to file three returns a month and 37 returns a year to be GST-compliant?” “You must be so happy,” I said. “Isn’t this what you always wanted? Forms to fill, documents to collect, and all the time in the world to figure out who is exempted from what rule according to which sub-section under what conditions.” “You know how it is with start-ups,”



Once a thriving Mughal city known as the ‘Gateway to the Deccan’, it is now a sleepy town, which to me looks stuck in a time warp. Unlike most other walled cities, the city walls of Burhanpur, Madhya Pradesh, are still intact, as are the gateways. I drove through the Shanwara Gate, Itwara Gate and Shikarpura Gate. Other gateways are named Lohar Mandi Gate, Dilli Gate, Sindhipura Gate, Silampura gate and Rajpura Gate. Beautiful wooden houses coexist with cement ones, though lack of heritage management is proving tough on the former. Tongas still ply as a regular means of transport. Many Mughal princes were posted here as Governors, and the various monuments scattered all over the city are a testimony to that. I came here in search of Mumtaz Mahal’s original grave but was spellbound by the numerous other graves that dot the landscape. The tomb of Shahnawaz Khan, son of Abdur Rahim Khan-e-Khana, is called ‘Kala Taj Mahal’ or ‘Black Taj Mahal’ by the locals. It’s a beautiful monument, shaped like the Taj though built on a much smaller scale. And though it owes its name to the local black stones used for its construction, it has also been blackened by age.



he said. “I don’t have all the time in the world.” “Start-up? What start-up?” He then told me, a bit sheepishly, that he, along with twenty other retired men, had founded a start-up that offered GST and Aadhaar-related consultancy services. Apparently, it’s a thriving business that is set to skyrocket after July 1. They had also secured Series G funding to start a GST Law School that would offer an MBA in Paperwork Management. Only then did it dawn on me: things like GST, Aadhaar, and cow were all part of our government’s brilliant strategy to eliminate joblessness. The plan is to generate so much paperwork that not only the employed but even the unemployed, including people who (to borrow my father’s phraseology) have one leg in the grave, are kept fully occupied. All the same, I was annoyed that he was de-prioritising his own son’s paperwork. “When will you...” I began, but he cut me off, asking me to hold, as one of his other phones rang. I could hear him clearly. “File GSTR-4 on the quarterly return for compounding the taxable goods by the 18th of the month succeeding the preceding quarter.” “Can I...” “No, no, Mr. Singaravelu, which rascal told you to fill GSTR-8? Stick to GSTR-3, with the monthly return on the basis of outward supplies and inward supplies along with the tax on your revenue at 18% by the 20th of the following month.” “Appa, belated Happy Father’s Day!” I yelled, but I don’t think he heard.



Painted niches, frescoed walls Square in shape with a central dome, it has hexagonal minarets on the four corners with arched verandas running all round it. However, it is when one enters inside that you gasp at how beautiful it once must have been. Remnants of the painted niches and frescoed walls and ceilings give an inkling of how profusely decorated the tomb would have been in those days. It stands in a well-maintained garden with green grass and colourful shrubs. Next to it is an interestingly shaped
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Last Sunday was Father’s Day. As a dutiful son, I wanted to call my father and wish him but could not get through. On most days it is impossible to get him on the phone. Not because he hates cell phones but because he likes them rather too much. He owns four handsets, all with double SIM. He has anywhere between four to eight numbers, which he uses the way hockey teams use rolling substitution. At any given moment, only one number would be active. The other numbers would either be switched off or out of coverage area. The first eight contacts on my phone are my father – Appa1, Appa2, Appa New, Appa Old, Appa Latest, Appa Chennai, Appa Delhi, and Appa Enough. The other day I had forgotten my phone at the Kerala Store and when I went back to get it, the man at the counter — one of those middle-aged Malayalee gents who think they are very witty — asked me how many fathers I have. But of late, my father has been strangely unavailable even when we accidentally find ourselves at opposite ends of the same phone call. Generally it’s me who first starts saying ‘okay, bye’. But yesterday, he was the one in a hurry to hang up. “What are you up to?” I asked him. “Suddenly so busy?” “It’s GST,” he said. “I’m helping some people.” “WHAT!” I was shocked. “Are you telling me you’ve started doing GST work for other people when you still haven’t finished linking my PAN to Aadhaar and my Aadhaar to bank account?” I had also tasked him with extracting the PF money due from my ex-ex-ex-employer, which too was pending. Before you accuse me of exploiting my father in his old age, let me assure you that this is a purely symbiotic arrangement. All through my student years, it was my father who managed
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monument, one that is currently in a ruinous state. I was told it is called Paandan Mahal because it is shaped like a paandan. I visit it to find an unknown broken grave and brick walls with remnants of beautiful niches, their surface getting peeled off. Perhaps these were once painted? They aren’t deep enough to hold candles or lamps. Shah Jahan was married to Shahnawaz Khan’s daughter. The Paandan Mahal’s proximity to his mausoleum leads me to wonder: Could she be resting inside it? Or does it belong to some other family member? It’s a hauntingly attractive monument but in the danger of falling down any time soon. The heritage of Burhanpur doesn’t seem to be on anyone’s priority list. From there, I go to another stunning mausoleum, the grave of Bilqis Begum — wife of Shah Shuja, son of Shah Jahan. Coincidently, she too died during childbirth, like Mumtaz Mahal. It is very small but gorgeously beautiful, like the twelve-leaved, lotusshaped platform it sits on. Its dome and walls are fluted which also gives it another name: Kharbooza Mahal, or Kharbooze ka Gumbad. It is kept locked and just as well should be, for when the watchman opens it for us, the bright colours and the state of preservation of the painting inside stun us. Except the ceiling, which is darkened, the walls and niches glow like fireflies in the naturally dark tomb. A sense of peace eman-



ates from it; we see a young boy sitting in a corner, immersed in his studies. From here, we intend see the tombs of the Farooqi rulers. But since the route to them is not smooth, we give them a miss and instead go to the nearby dargahs of Chup Shah and Shah Bhikhari. The dargah of Shah Bhikhari dates back to the reign of Farooqi ruler Adil Khan II in the 15th century. Just like other dargahs, this is the resting place of many people. But the unique aspect of this dargah is that sits on the riverbed of the Utawali river. More than a lakh devotees offer namaz on Barawafat — the Prophet’s birthday and also the day of Shah Bhikhari’s urs. Early in the morning, we set off for a village, some 10 km away from Burhanpur, where the chhatri (cenotaph) of Raja Jai Singh, the great Rajput general who was the commander of the Mughal forces in the Deccan, is located. He died at Burhanpur, reportedly while returning from the Deccan, and Aurangzeb built a chhatri in commemoration, keeping with the custom among the Rajputs. It is a rarely visited monument and I am not surprised since the road leading to it, which goes through villages, is rough and not metalled. The chhatri itself is of black stone and looks quite grand, standing all alone amongst the plantain fields. Burhanpur is a treasure house for those who love architecture, history and heritage. But in its current state of preservation, I fear for it.



Are minority rights a good idea?



Rajeev Bhargava is a political theorist with the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, New Delhi



It is part of middle class common sense that something is deeply flawed with minority rights in India. If how a society treats its minorities tests its civility, then minority rights could be a source of pride. But for most people they have begun to signify an irritating weakness — caving in to a tantrum-throwing smaller group, demonstrating the majority’s failure to exercise absolute control over society. Every right granted to the minority, they claim, is a privilege unavailable to the majority. First, a minority is set apart from the rest, and then it is given what is taken away from the majority. CM YK



The majority’s loss is the minority’s gain. This, it is felt, is unfair because it creates a blatant inequality between the two. How then can an equality-loving Constitution tolerate minority rights? Rights are legally recognised special interests of a person that put others under a duty not to interfere with them. If I have a right to religious freedom, then others must not interfere in the choice and practice of my religion. Some of these rights are given to groups rather than to each individual because only groups — individuals taken together — can perform certain activities. For example, a language can be spoken, a religious practice performed and a tradition sustained only by a group, not by an individual in isolation. Thus, linguistic and religious rights are granted only to groups, empowering them, it must be stressed, not to restrict their own members but rather against the threat of interference from other groups. So what rights do linguistic and religious groups have? Only three, none of them socio-economic or political, exist for them in India: the right (a) to estab-



lish and administer educational institutions of their choice (Article 30); (b) to conserve their distinct language, script or culture (Article 29); and, especially for religious groups, (c) to manage their own affairs in the strictly religious domain and to establish and maintain institutions for this purpose (Article 26). But why are these rights available only to minorities? Why this special, ‘privileged’ treatment of minorities?



Two different arrangements Consider the following two arrangements. In the first, a separate entrance to a hall is designed to let in only certain Very Important Persons, the new maharajas and maharanis, so that they are not forced to rub shoulders with ordinary folks. They are treated differently because they are believed to be superior to the commoners, to possess some unique qualities that others lack. By bestowing privilege to a few, this arrangement reinforces existing hierarchies. The purpose of the second arrangement is entirely different. Here, a separate entrance is required to meet specific needs of persons who are disadvant-
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In diverse, egalitarian societies, it is always good to have them. They are not at the majority’s expense



aged in one way or another: old persons, pregnant women, parents with very small children, people with broken or irreparable damage to their legs. By preventing an existing disadvantage from begetting another disadvantage, the second arrangement strengthens equality, helps society to treat everyone as equals. These rajas and ranis could easily take the common entrance but they



won’t; it is beneath their dignity. Here, a special entrance protects a privilege denied to all others. On the other hand, disadvantaged persons won’t take the common entrance because they can’t afford to; the risks are too high. By providing access to a benefit that others already have and procure routinely, the special entrance here fulfils an urgent need. Egalitarian societies cannot tolerate the first arrangement, and cannot do without the second. Granting rights to linguistic and religious minorities is not a privilege akin to what the maharajas get in hierarchical societies but an egalitarian response to a potential disadvantage. For example, in Maharashtra, Marathi-speaking people do not need a right to their own language. Plainly, they have the power to legislate that their language be the medium of instruction in all schools. This puts, say, Tamil-speaking residents in Maharashtra at a potential disadvantage because their children may never be able to properly learn their own mother tongue. However, they can demand that in schools run wholly by them, there is



no law to prevent them from teaching in their mother tongue. Once they have this right, all Marathi speakers have a legal duty not to interfere in its exercise. In possessing such a right, the Tamils are not taking anything away from the Marathi speakers. They are only securing for themselves what the majority already has. Similarly, by possessing rights to their religious practices, Muslims and Christians secure for themselves what the majority Hindus already have, the free exercise of their religion. Just as ordinary, able-bodied persons do not require a separate entrance, just so socially and politically powerful majorities don’t need special rights. And just as persons with physical disadvantage need a special entrance to be able to do what ordinary persons do routinely, just so numerically smaller and less powerful groups need separate cultural, linguistic and religious rights. This gain for the minority is not at the expense of the majority. The minority gains what the majority already has. There is nothing wrong then in minority rights. In diverse and egalitarian societies, it is always good to have them. M ND-ND
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CAPSULE



IISER Pune: Novel drug delivery system to kill cancer cells Graphene oxide formed spheres and delivered the drug, leading to programmed cell death



Avian eggs Examining nearly 50,000 eggs from more than 1,400 species of birds, researchers came to the conclusion that the variation in shape seen is due to the birds’ flight adaptations. To maintain sleek, streamlined bodies, birds lay eggs that are more elliptical or asymmetric.



Not quite there? Planet nine was proposed as an explanation for clustering of bodies in the Kuiper belt. A recent discovery of four large-mass bodies orbiting the Sun at distances of at least 250 Astronomical units (1 AU is the distance between the sun and earth) shows they feel no perturbations due to the proposed planet’s gravity.



Climate at tipping point A study in Nature Geosciences says close to the tipping point even if levels of carbon dioxide increase only gradually there can be rapid changes in temperature. Simulations of the last glacial period (the Ice Age, c. 110,000 years ago) showed within a few decades temperature in Greenland had shot up by 10 degrees C.



R. Prasad



Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Pune have successfully developed a novel cancer drug delivery system using graphene oxide nanoparticles. In a serendipitous discovery, a team led by Dr. Sudipta Basu and Dr. Nirmalya Bhallav from the Department of Chemistry found that when a FDA-approved anticancer drug cisplatin was added, the graphene oxide sheets self-assembled into spherical nanoparticles enclosing the drug within. “We were very surprised to see this kind of shape-shifting transformation of the graphene oxide sheets into a spherical structure. We are exploring the mechanism by which this happens,” says Dr. Basu, the corresponding author of the paper. “We think the drug is reacting with graphene oxide and transforming the graphene sheet into a ball-like structure, a kind of ‘molecular stitching’,” adds Dr. Ballav.



Anticancer drugs Two DNA-damaging anticancer drugs — proflavine and doxorubicin — that bind to graphene oxide through non-covalent bond were also used. “These two drugs have no role in changing the morphology [shape] of graphene oxide from a sheet to a spherical nanoparticle,” says Aditi Nandi, doctoral student at the Department of Chemistry, IISER Pune, and the first author of the paper. The nanoparticles of 90-120 nanometre size containing cisplatin and either of the two anticancer drugs were taken up by cervical cancer cells leading to programmed cell death. The res-



Threadworm infection can lead to active TB Samples had reduced levels of TB antibodies Aswathi Pacha



Highly selective: The researchers found that nanoparticles contining the drugs targeted only the cancer cells. *



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



ults were published in the journal Chemical Communication. “The nanoparticle containing cisplatin alone was able to kill cancer cells. But there is additive effect when two drugs are used together and efficiency of killing the cancer cells becomes better,” says Dr. Basu. The drugs bind to the DNA strands and break the strands so cell division does not happen and programmed cell death ensues. The cisplatin nanoparticles containing either proflavine or doxorubicin were found to get into the lysosomes of a cell in a time-dependent manner. Once inside the lysosomes, the drugs were released in a slow and sustained manner and killed the cancer cells predominantly through programmed cell death. In the case cisplatin nanoparticles containing proflavine, about 54% of proflavine was re-



leased in about 2 days while 22% of cisplatin was released after three days. For cisplatin nanoparticles containing doxorubicin, more (33%) of cisplatin and less (22%) of doxorubicin were released after three days. “Slow release of the drugs is better as the drugs will be effective for a longer period of time,” says Dr. Basu. The nanoparticles containing the drugs targeted only the cancer cells. Though the study found that comparable concentration of doxorubicin and proflavine was required to kill 50% of the cells at the end of 48 hours, Dr. Basu prefers to use doxorubicin. “Both cisplatin and doxorubicin are FDA approved drugs, while proflavine is still undergoing animal trials. So we prefer to use the already approved drugs,” he says. “It is interesting that graphene oxide, a cheaply abundant car-



bon-based material, can be used for various applications ranging from material science to biomedical research,” says Dr. Ballav.



Resuming shape Interestingly, once cisplatin is released inside the cell, the spherical nanoparticle loses its shape and once again regains its original sheet-like structure. “We expected to see graphene change its shape from a sphere to sheetlike structure once cisplatin is released. We confirmed this using scanning electron microscopy,” says Ms. Nandi. The researchers are planning to undertake more studies using other cancer cells and eventually use animal models. “We anticipate the graphene oxide-based nanoplatform will be useful for next-generation cancer therapy, specifically targeting the mitochondria,” Dr. Basu says.



A new study reveals that worm infection might be one of the major risk factors for individuals with latent tuberculosis infection to develop the active disease. The study was carried out in individuals with latent TB co-infected with intestinal worms (Strongyloides stercoralis). Commonly called the threadworm and found largely in tropical and subtropical countries, it affects about 50 to 100 million people worldwide. Three groups of 44 individuals each were selected for the study. Individuals in the first group had latent TB and worm co-infection, those in the second had latent TB but no worm infection and the third set had only worm infection. The blood samples of the patients with latent TB and worm co-infection showed decreased levels of human TB antibodies (IgG and IgM) compared with those of people with latent TB. Also, there was a decrease in B cells (a type of white blood immunity cells, guardian cells) and their activating factors. The diminished levels of the TB antibodies could potentially have detrimental effects on immune response to TB.



De-worming treatment The patients with worms were administered anti-parasitic tablets — Ivermectin and Albendazole.



Damming river water impacts ish diversity Barrier-free tributaries lowing in can mitigate the efect, factoring in high-impact projects



Six months later, their blood and stool samples were collected and studied. The results showed that post treatment, there was a significant increase in the levels of TB antibodies. The B cell numbers and their responses significantly increased following treatment. The results were recently published in the PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases. The exact cause of antibody increase is not yet fully understood; but the study was able to provide an evidence of a significant association of worm infection with modulation of B cell function. “Treatment with a single dose of anti-worm tablets could be used prior to new TB vaccine trials, as the response will be much better,” says Dr. Subash Babu of National Institute of Research in Tuberculosis (NIRT), Chennai, and senior author of the paper. The individuals with latent TB and worm co-infection are more susceptible to active TB, as their immunity is reduced. “We are planning to conduct further studies to understand the pathway by which the worms alter these antibodies and the immune responses,” says Dr. R. Anuradha, Post-doctoral fellow at National Institute of Research in TB, Chennai, and first author of the paper. This study also suggests a better treatment path to be used in countries endemic to both TB and worm infection.



NASA’s CHESS to study interstellar clouds



Aathira Perinchery



Age is in the mind? A new PLOS ONE study advises against fixing “old age” at 65 years. It predicts an end to population ageing in some countries before end of the century. Population ageing is a concern for countries as it is perceived to be a social burden. The study fixed the value of “old age” according to life expectancy.



Erasing memory A new study done on marine snail neurons at Columbia University Medical Center and McGill University and published in Current Biology shows that it possible to erase certain memories that trigger anxiety without disturbing normal memory of the past. This could help develop drugs for post-traumatic stress disorder.



A new study has found that dams and other barriers across rivers in the Western Ghats do affect fish species and their recovery downstream. However, barrierfree tributaries that drain in to these rivers can help fish recover even in dammed stretches; protecting such tributaries could be crucial to maintaining fish diversity in the Western Ghats. The Western Ghats is home to 290 freshwater fish species, more than half of which are endemic. While other studies have shown that river barriers such as barrages and dams can affect fish diversity, there is no hard evidence to prove this in the Western Ghats. To test if barriers across a 72km stretch of Karnataka's Malaprabha River in the central Western Ghats could affect fish diversity, scientists from the Asoka Trust for Research in Ecology



The dam: Close to the barrier , downstream Malaprabha river the number of ish dipped and ish recovery was low. VIDHYADHAR ATKORE *



and the Environment (ATREE) compared fish diversity both upstream and downstream of barriers.



Endemic species Studies in the upstream, barrierfree stretches confirmed the presence of 28 fish species, including the Deccan mahseer, an endemic



North Carolina State University researchers in the U.S. have invented a flexible body-heat powered energy harvester which can be used to make wearable technology that is powered by body heat alone. Earlier, there did exist energy harvesters that could generate energy from body heat but these were rigid structures, thus making them difficult to mould into parts. Now, the researchers have found a way to take small-sized units and join them together with low resistance joints, thus making up a flexible structure which can be worn on the body easily. They use a liquid metal non-toxic alloy composed of indium and gallium known as EGain. This has low resistance which makes for a high generation of energy from the heat absorbed.



CM YK



“The study helps classify stretches of rivers or tributaries in an already developed basin that should be spared from future (hydrologic) barriers and regulation,” says co-author Jagdish Krishnaswamy from the Suri Sehgal Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation, ATREE. It could also help policy makers and managers redesign hydrological barriers, and develop recovery plans for endemic species like the mahseer, says Vidyadhar Atkore, lead author of the study published in the journal River Research and Applications. “The efficacy of all existing hydrological barriers (small or large) needs proper evaluation to assess its impact on aquatic biodiversity,” he says, adding that they hope to test the effects of river barriers in another regulated river basin of the Western Ghats as well.



Press Trust of India



NASA is launching a sounding rocket CHESS on June 27 to study vast interstellar clouds and know about the earliest stages of star formation. The Colorado High-resolution Echelle Stellar Spectrograph will measure light filtering through the interstellar medium, which provides crucial information for understanding the lifecycle of stars. In the space between distant stars there drift vast clouds of neutral atoms and molecules, as well as charged plasma particles that may, over millions of years, evolve into new stars and even planets. CHESS will train its eye at Beta Scorpii — a hot, brightly shining star in the Scorpius constellation well-positioned for the instrument to probe the material between the star and our own solar system. This is the third flight for the CHESS payload in the past three years, and the most detailed survey yet.



On conception and contraception: The story of Saheli The challenge of developing an efective birth control pill was thrown open by the Indian government in the 1960s



ODD & END Body-powered flexible technology



carp. However, this number dipped immediately downstream of barriers; fish recovery was low here. But it picked up further downstream, as distance from the barrier increased. The scientists also noticed that the more the number of barriers upstream, the more diminished was fish recovery downstream.



But there was a silver lining: as long as barrier-free tributaries merged with the Malaprabha River, fish — including endemics — recovered well, even in dammed stretches of the river. These tributaries, along with other environmental factors, increased dissolved oxygen content and reduced the hardness of water (alkalinity) in the Malaprabha, helping fish recover better. Fish diversity recovered to the highest level after a distance of 2 km downstream of barriers. The finding that barrier-free tributaries are crucial to mitigate the impacts of already-existing barriers could be important to consider while implementing potentially high-impact river projects like Kerala's Athirapilly hydro-electric project in the southern Western Ghats, an area that has the highest endemicity of freshwater species in the entire range.



SPEAKING OF SCIENCE D. Balasubramanian



Birth control, or deciding whether to have a baby, is at once a personal decision and a societal one. The woman must have a say in this, since it will affect her health, welfare, freedom of choice and way of life. A huge population increase will affect the resources of the society. Individual freedom and societal concerns are at the two ends of the spectrum, just as conception and contraception are. While the decision to have a baby should be left by and large to the woman, population control has become a national policy since a burgeoning population drains the food supply, standard of living, economic and social growth. Through the ages, several methods have been adopted for contraception. Many devices - implants, female and male condoms and surgical sterilisation of males and females - have been used. But the safest (and least intrusive) is the use of chemical molecules, or “pills” in common parlance, which interfere with the biological steps involved in pregnancy. While it had been known that certain steroid molecules play a role in inhibiting crucial steps in the process, it was in 1951 when the organic chemist Carl Djerassi, along



with his co-workers George Rosenkrantz and Luis Miramontes, came out with an inexpensive synthesis of the molecule called norethindrone, that the first birth control “pill” was born. This, in retrospect, was a revolutionary step that has helped many millions of women make personal decisions about having a baby or not.In the female, what this pill does is to inhibit ovulation or the release of the egg. In addition it also tends to make the vaginal fluid thicker and more viscous. As a result the sperm from the male is unable to meet the egg and fertilize it. An important point about using the pill is that it must be taken daily. Quitting it for even 2 weeks could lead to pregnancy upon mating. In addition, in many women, daily intake also leads to vomiting, nausea and bleeding between periods, since the steroid component in the pill can lead to some more unpleasant complications in some women. There was thus room for better pills.



The successful Indian effort The Indian government, in the 1960s, called upon Indian laboratories to come up with alternate birth control pills. And Dr. Nitya Anand and his team at the Central Drug Research Institute (CDRI), Lucknow, rose up to this challenge and worked on it. Analysing earlier publications of relevance, they found a lead in a molecule called ethamoxytriphetol (alias MER-25) which showed, among other properties, anti-fertility effect in animals. But it was discontinued due to its low potency and some undesirable nervous sys-



rent Pharma, with the name Saheli (girl friend). Saheli is now part of the National Family Planning Programme as an oral contraceptive pill. And WHO has approved and assigned it the technical name ormeloxifene, which is now sold the world over as Novex-DS, or Sevista



Persistence: Dr. Nitya Anand’s team synthesised and tried a variety of molecules for anti-fertility activity. They hit upon the right candidate in 1971. SUSHIL CHANDANI *



tem side-effects. Organic chemists are molecular sculptors and architects. Nitya Anand and his colleagues, starting with MER-25 as the base, synthesised a variety of molecules and tried each of them for anti-fertility activity. After several attempts, they hit upon the right candidate in 1971. Its chemical structure is shown in the accompanying figure. Since it belongs to the chroman family and was made at the Central Drug Research Institute, they christened it Centchroman. In contrast to the Djerassi pill, the Lucknow pill has several distinct features and advantages. 1. It need not be taken daily. Since it stays well absorbed in the body



for over 170 hours, a weekly dose suffices. 2. It does not affect ovulation (and thus not disturb any hormonal balance) but .prevents implantation, the key step in pregnancy. 3. It can be taken even after sexual intercourse, thus useful even in cases of rape. 4. Since it has no steroidal component, the associated side-effects are absent. 5. Upon discontinuing the drug, fertility can be regained, thus making it suitable for spacing children. After the obligatory clinical trials, first on animals and then on women, Centchroman was approved by Indian authorities in 1990 and licensed for manufacture by Hindustan Latex Life Care, and by Tor-



One drug, many effects Often, one notices that a given drug has benefits against more than one illness. This is true of ormeloxifene too. It is effective not only against conception, but also has anticancer action (against breast, ovarian and head and neck cancer) and against bone desorption (osteoporosis). Saheli is a friend which guards against several problems! To end with a human note about two great men: Carl Djerassi and his mother fled their native Austria, evading the Nazis extermination of Jews, and landed in New York in 1939, where their last $20 was swindled. Djerassi rose from this penniless youth to remarkable heights as a creative chemist and an excellent writer. And Nitya Anand, studying in Bombay in 1947, persuaded a plane to fly to his native Lyallpur (now in Pakistan), had the seats removed and packed his parents and their neighbours in it, and had it flown to India, saving them from the savage Partition riots. Several of us owe the swift rise in our early careers to his throwing open his laboratory facilities and professional advice. The Saheli man has been a true Sahayak. [email protected] M ND-ND
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Who really needs to be gluten-free? Despite the current focus on gluten, there are probably many with celiac disease who don’t know they have it



jane e. brody



T



AROUND THE WORLD Well-being lower for single-parent children People who grew up in single-parent families have lower levels of well-being and life satisfaction in adulthood, according to new research by the Getty Images/iStockphoto University of Warwick. Researchers from the German Institute for Economic Research have discovered that individuals who were brought up by a single parent for their entire childhood, earn on average 30% less and are more likely to be unemployed. Furthermore, on average, they were 9% less likely to be in a romantic relationship and had a smaller number of friends. These conclusions follow from a study of over 24,000 adults aged 18-66. Single parenthood is increasingly common in Western societies, with 20% of children in Germany and 24% in the U.K. currently being raised in single-parent households — more than 80% of them are in households headed by single mothers.



Aircraft noise linked to heart problems Long-term exposure to aircraft noise, particularly during the night, is linked to an increased risk of developing high blood pressure and possibly heart Getty Images/iStockphoto lutter and stroke as well, suggests research published online in Occupational & Environmental Medicine. The research team drew on data from 420 people living near Athens International Airport in Greece, where up to 600 planes take of and land every day. The aircraft and road traic noise exposure levels estimated for their postcodes at that time — less than 50 decibels to more than 60 dB — were used for the current study in 2013. Daytime aircraft noise was deined as that occurring between 0700 and 2300 hours, and that occurring between 2300 and 0700 hours was deined as night-time aircraft noise.



he gluten-free craze is unlikely to go away any time soon. Many people say they feel better after adopting a diet free of gluten, a protein found in wheat, barley and rye, even though relatively few gluten avoiders have been given diagnoses of celiac disease, an autoimmune condition that can attack the intestines and other tissues when gluten is consumed. Approximately one person in 140 is known to have celiac disease, which can remain silent for decades and become apparent at any age. “That’s an unbelievable number of Americans who may be affected,” says Dr. Joseph A. Murray of the Mayo Clinic, an international expert on the disease. While the health consequences of celiac disease have been well documented, other reasons a person’s health might be improved by avoiding gluten include a sensitivity to gluten or something else in wheat (the major source of gluten in Western diets) and the placebo effect — a genuine benefit inspired by the belief that a chosen remedy actually works. Gluten sensitivity does not



Fine print: “Contrary to what many people think, a gluten-free diet is not necessarily a healthy one.” Picture shows an assortment of gluten-free food such as pastas and breads. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO



these “adverse health consequences” are “potentially avoidable.” These factors suggest that a screening programme to detect hidden disease might be healthsaving for millions of people, especially children whose growth can be impaired and who may suffer other long-term problems from undiagnosed and untreated celiac disease. However, after a thorough review of published reports, the task force did not endorse a screening programme, saying there is still not enough evidence to answer “key questions related to benefits and harms of screening for celiac disease in asymptomatic individuals”.



*



cause the intestinal and other organ damage wrought by celiac disease, although people with it tend to experience an array of symptoms.



Possible symptoms Despite the current focus on gluten, there are probably many people walking around with celiac disease who don’t know they have it. The disorder can induce a host of vague and often confusing symptoms, the true cause of which may not be determined for a decade or longer. Among possible symptoms: abdominal pain, bloating, gas, chronic diarrhoea, or constipation; chronic fatigue, anaemia, unexplained weight loss, or



muscle cramps; missed periods, infertility or recurrent miscarriage; vitamin deficiencies, discoloured tooth enamel, bone loss and fractures. Some people assume that the way they feel is normal and never mention their distress to a doctor, or if they do, doctors may dismiss the complaints as “nothing to worry about” or attribute them to another cause. The fact is, however, that celiac disease can remain silent for many years, during which time hidden damage can occur with lifelong, sometimes irreversible, health effects. And as a report for the United States Preventive Services Task Force that reviewed the evidence recently stated, many of



Self-treatment and caution Meanwhile, millions of Americans are self-treating with gluten-free diets. This has its advantages and disadvantages. A main disadvantage of selftreatment without a diagnosis is that an accurate result of the tests for celiac disease requires that the person regularly consumes gluten. Avoiding this protein would mask a positive finding on a screening blood test and biopsy evidence of damage to the intestines that can result from eating gluten. “There’s a simple blood test for celiac, but it must be done before you change your diet,” Dr. Murray says in an interview. Aside from intestinal damage, failing to detect asymptomatic



emember the award-winning film, Ek Doctor Ki Maut? The film, shot in 1990, was a statement on the neglect of crucial biomedical innovations and the chalarchita bhatta lenges innovators faced in bringing their ideas to fruition. Research languished in laboratories, crying for opportunities to be translated into cures; ideas remained dreams that died with the brains that conceived it. Let’s move to 2014, where the picture is much brighter. Innovation is now an endowment wedded to economic ideology which is demanded from every institution. The Indian biomedical community has proudly showcased India’s achievement in developing the world’s lowest cost rotavirus vaccine, made possible through international collaboration between the All India Institute of Medical Sciences, the National Institute of Health and non-governmental organisations. Sharing of costs, efficient manufacturing processes and innovative product development efforts resulted in this vaccine.



R



Mind-body interventions (MBIs) such as meditation, yoga and Tai Chi don’t simply relax us; they can ‘reverse’ the molecular reactions in our DNA which Getty Images/iStockphoto cause ill-health and depression. The research, published in the journal, Frontiers in Immunology, reviews over a decade of studies analysing how the behaviour of our genes is afected by diferent MBIs including mindfulness and yoga. Eighteen studies — featuring 846 participants over 11 years — reveal a pattern in the molecular changes which happen to the body as a result of MBIs, and how those changes beneit our mental and physical health. — Science Daily



Pointers to heart risks



Cinnamon helps address metabolic disorders A range of health beneits reported in a Delhi-based study



DEMYSTIFYING SCIENCE What are bright nights? It’s a phenomenon in which the night sky is bright enough to read a book by, even in the absence of moonlight. The global surge in the use of electricity has meant that the sky at night is brighter than from a century ago, due to which bright nights aren’t as easily discernible today as they were a century ago. Bright nights, however, have been consistently recorded in astronomical accounts from at least 1,000 years ago. So far, the cause of bright nights hasn’t been clear. However, a new theory now says it’s due to slow-moving, high-altitude atmospheric waves merging together and amplifying the light from the naturally occurring airglow. The latter is a faint light in the night sky that often appears green due to the activities of atoms of oxygen in the high atmosphere. The study, accepted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters, relied on satellite data to present a possible explanation for these puzzling historical phenomena. Based on the data collected by the researchers, bright nights only occur once a year in the places where they are noticeable, and you’d need a clear, moonless night to be able to tell the diference with your own eyes. In total, the scientists think that for every seven nights out of 100 there’s a bright night somewhere on earth. — Science Daily



CM YK



bhavya khullar spice commonly used in Indian kitchens may have health benefits, a new study has indicated. The results have been published in the June 2017 issue of the journal, Lipids in Health and Disease. A clinical trial conducted in New Delhi has found that the consumption of cinnamon (dalchini) powder helps address obesity and symptoms of metabolic disorder. The study, done at the Fortis Diabetes Obesity and Cholesterol Foundation, involved 116 men and women having conditions such as abdominal obesity, impaired glucose tolerance, high triglycerides and hypertension.



A



What it does After consuming three grams of cinnamon powder per day for 16 weeks, the average weight reduced was from 89 to 85 kg in the cinnamon group, while it was from 82 from 81 kg in the control group which was not given cinnamon. Along with dietary intervention, they were all prescribed



GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO



A wound healer, made in India Indian scientists have come up with a new combination of polymers that can be used as a hydrogel to make the process of wound healing faster. The main advantage of the new hydrogel is Getty Images/iStockphoto that mixing of the two polymers causes rapid gelation at the body temperature of 37° Celsius itself and at the same time does not generate much heat. Generation of heat during the gelling process can lead to tissue death in the area surrounding the injection site. This will be avoided. The combination developed by the scientists consists of a modiied version of polyethylene glycol and a reactive block copolymer of poly [(2-dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] and poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide). The two compounds react and form a hydrogel in less than four minutes. The results were published in the peer-reviewed Materials Chemistry B.



NYT



Lighting the spark



Yoga and meditation can ‘change genes’



Researchers at the George Washington University, U.S. have found that certain symptoms are more and less predictive of patients’ risk for acute coronary syndrome (ACS), which Getty Images/iStockphoto includes heart attack, in patients of diferent gender and race. Classic symptoms of heart attack include pain in the centre of the chest, shortness of breath, sweatiness, and pain that goes down the left arm. However, research has also shown that females, older adults, and people with conditions such as diabetes, frequently don’t show these classic symptoms. The research team found that while these classic symptoms, such as chest pain, can be helpful in determining which symptoms represent a heart attack, symptoms are diferently predictive in varying genders and races. For example, white males and black females present with more classic symptoms of heart attack. By contrast, the only predictive symptom in black males was sweatiness. For white women, symptoms were not helpful at all. The study, published in the Emergency Medicine Journal, looked at 4,162 emergency department patients with chest pain enrolled between 1999 and 2008.



celiac at an early age can result in poor bone development and suppressed growth, he says. This can create “a high risk for fractures both before and after a diagnosis of celiac, which might not happen until age 40 or 50,” he explains. When undiagnosed celiac results in persistent fatigue or infertility, “you can lose years of quality of life that you can’t get back,” Dr. Murray says. If symptoms are subtle, he adds, “people can be sick for so long, they don’t know what health is. They don’t recognise their symptoms and don’t complain to the doctor. If the whole population were screened and people with celiac were found and treated, it could result in no health consequences.” That, however, would require rigorous adherence to a gluten-free diet. Without a medical diagnosis of celiac and an explanation of its possible consequences, people are likely to be less careful about what they eat. There is also a potential medical downside to diagnosis and treatment. “Contrary to what many people think, a gluten-free diet is not necessarily a healthy diet,” Dr. Murray says. “When people with celiac go on it, they often gain weight, especially fat weight, because they are no longer malabsorbing nutrients. They are also more likely to develop metabolic syndrome,” which raises the risk of heart disease and Type 2 diabetes.



brisk walking for 45 minutes every day. Patients were monitored two times a week. Researchers said consuming cinnamon along with dietary changes and physical exercise decreased fasting blood glucose, glycosylated haemoglobin, waist circumference, and body mass index. It also improved waist-hip ratio, blood pressure, serum total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, serum triglycerides, and be-



is a spice < > Cinnamon commonly used in Indian cooking and hence can be incorporated in the daily diet — this will balance out metabolism better Dr. Seema Puri, Institute of Home Economics



neficial high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. “Cinnamon is a spice which is commonly used in Indian cooking and hence can be easily incorporated in our daily dietaries, which will balance out metabolism better,” says Dr. Seema Puri, associate professor at the Institute of Home Economics, who contributed to the study.



Earlier studies A few previous studies have shown that cinnamon improves insulin sensitivity, reduces blood glucose levels and glycosylated haemoglobin, cholesterol, and blood antioxidant levels. But these were done with a few patients. Doctors suggest that the possible mode of action of cinnamon may involve inhibiting activity of enzymes involved in carbohydrate



metabolism, stimulating cellular glucose uptake, and enhancing insulin sensitivity. “The study is scientifically well planned, but I have some reservations as the study groups were not matching at baseline. It is a major issue in double-blindplacebo-controlled studies and it raises doubts over successful implementation of plan,” says Dr. Rajesh Khadgawat, from the All India Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS), New Delhi, who is not connected with the study. Dr. Anoop Mishra, one of the authors of the study, agrees that “there are baseline differences in the average weight between the two groups” but says “we have adjusted the analysis for that and found significant differences in outcomes that are valid”. — India Science Wire



A sea change Riding on the declaration of 2010 to 2020 being the decade of innovation along with the Science, Technology and Innovation Policy 2013, biomedical innovations seem to have got a new lease of life. The era also saw a radical change in the way the world looked at the innovator — as an ingenious and creative experimenter, an entrepreneur, a leader and an agent of change. This dynamic image also helped youngsters dare to think of new ideas which they aimed to translate into reality. The Departments of Biotechnology (DBT) and Science and Technology support early stage, pre-proof-ofconcept research by industry, late-stage development, and commercialisation of new indigenous technologies particularly those linked to societal needs in health care. Buoyed by the current thrust on enabling conversion of R&D outputs to societal and commercial applications, young brains from new institutions are focussing on translational research; many of the old traditional ones are also coming up with ideas to solve biomedical problems. The DBT alone has nurtured 240 start-ups and innovators and 89 incubatees, most of whom have worked in the field of medical technologies. Young researchers from the Stanford-India Biodesign Programme were concerned about the high rate of infant deaths due to the lack of a convenient resuscitation device. They developed a foot-operated system that frees one hand of the operator thereby allowing two-handed mask holding — leading to effective sealing and better ventilation. The device is now saving the lives of numerous newborn babies. One of the major hurdles in cancer detection and treatment is a safe method of obtaining tissue samples for biopsy. The Stanford-India Biodesign Programme again developed a ‘Soft Tissue Biopsy’ device which provides a safer, easier and cost-effective way to perform percutaneous aspiration needle biopsy without much skill and obtain consistent tissue samples for definitive diagnosis. A breathable, washable and lightweight customised cast for immobilisation of limb fractures developed at IIT Kanpur can be a convenient replacement for casts in use currently. The Grand Challenges awards, launched by the Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC) in collaboration with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Wellcome Trust, has provided huge scope for young brains to explore their dreams. India is steering an international fight against epidemics as a crucial member of the newly formed Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), a global alliance aiming at developing new vaccines. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur have come together to develop the first bio-printed cartilage which can be potentially grafted onto affected joint sites to heal the cartilage lesions. The International Centre For Genetic Engineering And Biotechnology (ICGEB) and Sun Pharmaceutical Industries are joining hands for the clinical development of a novel botanical drug, Cissampelos pareira (Cipa) for the treatment of dengue. Last but not the least, communication has played a major role in driving the journey of biomedical innovations. Archita Bhatta is Chief Editor, Department of Biotechnology Communication Cell, Vigyan Prasar M ND-ND
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Notes from a small room



BOOKSHELF



From a less than idyllic childhood to a writer on the hill, Ruskin Bond shares the secrets of his journey reach out to his mother and stepfather and probably rebuffed their overtures. Once he finished school, Bond began to look for ways to achieve his ambition: that of being a writer and going to England, “where all the writers I had admired had made their careers.” Bond’s account of his sojourn first in Jersey



R. Krithika



T



o readers who have followed his every word, Ruskin Bond’s autobiography won’t be much of a surprise. After all, incidents from his life have been fictionalised in many of his stories. In fact, if you’re reading the book, it might be a good idea to keep a pile of his other books nearby. Every now and then, a fleeting ‘where have I read this?’ led me to hunt through the various Collected Works that I have collected. The book is divided into four parts — his childhood, school years, life in England, and finally back in India —with photographs of family and friends. Sadly, there is none of Uncle Ken, for whom I looked eagerly. But you get to see the originals of Somi, Kishen and Ranbir. Bond begins with his earliest memories; “of a little boy who ate a lot of kofta curry and was used to having his way.” The reader is introduced first to Osman, the khansama, and via his story to Jamnagar and the Bond family. And to the fact that young Ruskin was the result of a “torrid affair” between a 36-year-old man and an 18-year-old girl who probably got married because the child was on its way. The senior Bond found a job as tutor to the prince of Jamnagar’s children and, in attending these classes, Bond junior learnt the useful art of reading things upside down. After his father, the most important person in his life during this phase was his ayah who was immortalised in his first “literary effort” that compares her to a papaya. Quarrels between the par-



■



Lone Fox Dancing Ruskin Bond Speaking Tiger ₹599



< >



ents are noted almost as a footnote to an idyllic childhood. When World War II broke out, Bond senior enlisted in the Royal Air Force while the family moved to Dehradun to be with the “Dehra Granny”, as Bond calls his maternal grandmother. Now you learn that all those lovely tales of the eccentric grandfather were “either made up or based on hearsay”. It is at Dehradun that the pampered child is suddenly forced to grow up: a disapproving grandma, a mother who is out with another man, a strict school... ending with parents’ separation and Bond going to be with his father.



Ruskin Bond



Writer with a view: 'I’m like a shopkeeper hoarding bags full of grains, only I hoard words.' SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR *



his life in the capital. But this happy life came to an end when the youngster is packed off to school—Bishop Cotton’s in Shimla. Within a couple of years, the father, weakened by repeated bouts of malaria, died of hepatitis. “And so the bottom had fallen out of my world,” writes Bond and the following pages are a poignant analysis of his relationship with his father. He goes home to his mother for the holidays to find that no one has come to receive him. The 10year-old makes his way to his



Moving on Bond makes no secret of the fact that he preferred life with his father. He ranks the few months that he was in his father’s custody as the happiest time of his childhood but one does wonder at how often the eight-year-old is left all alone. “New Delhi was a safer place in the 1940s than it is in the 21st century,” writes Bond, and you are forced to agree when you read of



grandmother’s house only to find out that his mother has remarried: the same gentleman who led to his parents’ separation. A sense of melancholy, punctuated with wry humour, pervades the narrative as Bond takes the reader through life in school and with his mother and her family during the holidays. You can actually conjure up in your mind’s eye the image of a confused child trying to make sense of a world that has suddenly gone awry. Bond candidly admits that he did not try to



Tracking Osama creation of the “313 brigade”, a quasi-autonomous terror wing of the ISI, led by former Pakistani officers, that teamed up with alQaeda and LeT. In the aftermath of his killing, U.S. and Pakistan officials chose to portray Bin Laden’s years in exile as unproductive, and sought to show him as a weak and ailing man living with his wives in a desolate compound. The book claims otherwise, chronicling his close networking with other terrorists, his travels around Pakistan to liaise with the Taliban, the TTP and LeT (including a visit to the 26/11 training camp), orchestrating kidnappings and planning attacks throughout his time in Abbottabad.



Suhasini Haidar



L



Pakistan’s role? However, The Exile by Adrian Levy and Catherine Scott Clark, two journalists who have a proven track record in the most detailed research and understanding of Jihadi groups in the subcontinent with their previous books The Siege (on the Mumbai 26/11 attacks) and The Meadow (on the kidnapping of four foreigners in Kashmir), will hopefully ensure that the questions raised by Bin Laden’s death will not be buried any longer. Among those questions are: what did Pakistan’s top civil and military leadership know? CM YK



Terror terrain: U.S. jets on a bombing sortie leave contrails in the Tora Bora mountains, where Osama hid. REUTERS *



How did the U.S. miss it, and also, how did Bin Laden feel confident to stay from 20042011 in one of the most heavily guarded garrison towns in a country where the Intelligence Services have the tightest and most watchful presence?



The 9/11 attacks The book begins with the 9/ 11 attacks, drawing out through the account of members of Bin Laden’s own inner circle, a gripping account of the planning, financing and the international network that allowed one of the most spectacularly diabolical acts of terror to take place. The narrative style Levy and Scott-Clark have perfected reconstruct every meeting and conversation to such granular detail, one feels for most part of the book like a fly on the wall, or more precisely Bin Laden’s robes, as he swirls around unscathed from Kandahar’s



did the U.S. < > How forces ly into Pakistan, carry out such a massive operation, and carry out Bin Laden’s body, all without being detected by their mighty army?



■



The Exile: The light of Osama bin Laden Adrian Levy & Catherine Scott-Clark Bloomsbury India ₹899



Tarnak Kila to the Tora Bora caves, to Karachi, Swat and Abbottabad. Along the way the book produces unexpected nuggets of information from those in the circle, including Khalid Sheikh Mohammad or Mokhtar, Mauritanian Sheikh Mahfoud, and others: tracing the movements of the Bin Laden family, including his favoured heir Hamzah Bin Laden, now wanted by the U.S. government for threatening more terror attacks, the stay of many parts of his family in Iranian custody, and the links to Pakistan-backed groups like Hafiz Saeed’s Lashkar-e-Toiba and Masood Azhar’s Jaish-e-Mohammad, the groups chosen for their local access as well as proximity to the ISI, as well as the



and later London keeps one hooked: whether it is his interactions with the legendary Diana Athill; his chance encounter with Graham Greene, pointing to how much things have changed for authors in the years since; his onesided love affair with a Vietnamese girl, or his explorations of Britain’s capital. Through all this the reader is conscious of how much he is missing home. “All I really wanted was my little room back again,” he writes.



At home in India This longing leads him to leave London rather suddenly and return to India. Back in Dehra, he begins writing for magazines like The Illustrated Weekly of India and the reader meets a range of characters like Bibiji, his stepfather’s first wife; lawyer Suresh; journalist William Matheson. Here too he has a chance encounter with a literary great, G.V. Desani, who was getting



All is well In the summer of 1963, an almostthirty Bond returns to the hills, never to leave. The last part of the book is familiar territory for Bond’s readers—a combination of nature writing and stories of people—as we learn how he became the Ruskin Bond that most of us love. He talks about the arrival of Prem and then his family, who become his adopted family; of steering a magazine called Imprint through the Emergency; finding himself under arrest for publishing a story in Debonair; and of meeting Indira Gandhi; of storms and squirrels; of Maplewood and Ivy Cottage. And of, finally, becoming popular and being in demand. “I’m like a shopkeeper hoarding bags full of grains, only I hoard words. There are still people who buy words and I hope I can keep bringing a little sunshine and pleasure into their lives to the end of my days.” We hope so too, Mr. Bond.



Cogs in the wheel



Two journalists draw all the threads of Bin Laden’s life in Pakistan before the U.S. special forces took him out anding in Pakistan a few days after Osama bin Laden was declared dead in a U.S. commando operation, one had the distinct feeling of having stepped through the ‘looking glass’ from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. While the rest of the world was raging about the fact that America’s most wanted had been found living the life of a “chicken-farmer” in the Pakistani military town of Abbottabad, on the streets of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, there was only one question: How did the U.S. forces fly into Pakistan, carry out such a massive operation, and carry out Bin Laden’s body, all without being detected by their mighty army? Anger rose also against the Zardari government, which was perceived as ‘proAmerican’, forcing them to order a major inquiry in order to absolve itself and the Army of any knowledge of it. The world was to believe that neither the government nor the military had any knowledge of Osama bin Laden’s presence in Pakistan for a decade, nor of the U.S. plot to take him out. This was a man who had been caught on tape boasting about the planning of the 9/ 11 attacks of 2001, had eluded the most sophisticated U.S. forces for 15 years in a manhunt that cost an estimated $ 3 trillion, if you count the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq that America launched in his name. And yet neither the U.S. nor Pakistan had a word to say about that now. Given the Hobson’s choice of being complicit, and being incompetent, Pakistan’s generals chose the latter, and the Obama administration played along.



There are still people who buy words and I hope I can keep bringing a little sunshine and pleasure into their lives to the end of my days.



authors to sign a petition nominating him for the Nobel Prize for Literature. A stint in Delhi leads to a lovely chapter of what the city was like in 1959. As he writes of “extensive fields of wheat and other crops that stretched away to the west and north” of Rajouri Gardens, I remember the urban clutter of the early 1990s and sigh. While working for the Council for Tibetan Relief (CARE), he also makes peace with his mother and her family. It is through CARE that he finally gets to Mussoorie and decides that if his dream of being a writer “was to become a reality, this was the time to do something about it.”



Authoritarian bin Laden With several accounts of his family conversations, and insights into the way he treated five wives and 21 children, the book does, in fact, give a man reviled by many, a human face. But Bin Laden, the father and husband, does not appear to be different from Bin Laden the terrorist: he is authoritarian and impatient, much like his own Saudi father. His wives are meant to beget children, his sons to follow in their father’s ‘trade’, and his daughters to be married off as early and profitably as possible. Few books have managed to draw all the threads of Bin Laden’s life in Pakistan in the manner this book does, and only a handful, like Pakistani journalist Syed Saleem Shahzad have ever been able to access the inner circle. Days after the Bin Laden operation, Shahzad released his book, Inside al-Qaeda and the Taliban—Beyond Bin Laden and 9/11, spelling out many of the linkages between al-Qaeda and their hosts in Pakistan, and Bin Laden’s meetings. Within days of that, however, Shahzad was found dead, his body bearing marks of torture. Very few journalists would follow his path and be “brave like Saleem” the authors of The Exile say, as they recount how Saleem Shahzad was warned by an ISI official, who wanted “the world to believe Bin Laden was dead.” A few weeks later Bin Laden was dead, so was Shahzad, but as the book shows, all their secrets haven’t been put to rest alongside them.



■



Advice & Dissent: My Life in Public Service Y.V. Reddy HarperCollins India ₹799



As governor of the RBI from 2003 to 2008, Dr Y.V. Reddy presided over a period of high growth, low inlation, a stable rupee and ample foreign exchange reserves. Spanning a long career in public service, which began with him joining the IAS in 1964, Dr. Reddy writes that in his dealings he was irm, but avoided open discord.



■



The Retreat of Western Liberalism Edward Luce Hachette India ₹599



A political journalist ofers a detailed projection of the consequences of the Trump administration and the crisis of democratic liberalism. He provides an analysis of what those who believe in enlightenment values must do to defend them from the multiple onslaughts they face in the coming years.



Linking the Sangh Parivar and other family members Vikas Pathak



t a time when activities of fringe right-wing outfits are under the scanner, political journalist Dhirendra K. Jha sets out to lay bare their existence within the core Hindutva universe. In his book Shadow Armies: Fringe organisations and foot soldiers of Hindutva, Jha seeks to piece together the hidden links of all Hindutva organisations with the official Sangh Parivar. He argues that even as they are non-committal about these links, these fringe bodies do the “dirty work” of polarisation for the Sangh Parivar. The reader may not fully get what the book promises. For instance, when he discusses organisations outside the Sangh Parivar, he stops short of bringing out the link that the title, much like the beginning of a detective story that promised to convincingly expose the crime but failed. For example, one gets to know little about how Sanatan Sanstha and the Sangh are organisationally linked. When he does—pointing out that Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur is a former ABVP activist—he



A



■



Shadow Armies: Fringe organisations and foot soldiers of Hindutva Dhirendra K. Jha Juggernaut ₹499



simply restates a connection we knew. Where the links are clearer like those of Bajrang Dal, the VHP’s youth wing, with the Sangh Parivar, he does offer interesting details and anecdotes. He is spot on when he says that these organisations are not upfront in revealing these links. But, he takes a tacit leap from here: he presumes former connections or links as self-explanatory evidence of the relation of the acts of these various shadow armies to the Sangh without lighting up the purported shadows well enough. Yet, the book will be useful for those who want details about individual, fringe right-



wing groups. Those wanting to know more about Uttar Pradesh’s Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath and his Hindu Yuva Vahini should find this work informative. Where the narrative really becomes weak is in the sweeping introduction. For example, it claims Hindutva is nothing but Brahmanism. A rigorous look at the pan-Indian history of Hindu Sangathan (consolidation) politics would not bear this out. Closer to the truth may be a formulation that Hindutva has both Brahmanical and antiBrahmanical currents. Just as secularists could be either radical or conservative on caste, so could those who believe in Hindu consolidation. A case in point would be Swami Shraddhanand of the Arya Samaj, who was as radical on caste as one could get. Jha also glosses over the fact that some of the most popular leaders of the BJP in the last 10 years, and, indeed, its most powerful leader Narendra Modi, are OBCs. He, however, captures Hindutva’s deep suspicion of Islam well enough.



■



How did Russia become the irst socialist state in October 1917 from being an autocratic monarchy? On the centenary of the Russian revolution, a science iction writer reveals happenings of 1917 as a breathtaking story, where familiar names like Lenin and Trotsky and ordinary citizens are the key players.



■



Degrees of dispossession Writers on 50 years of Israeli rule in the West Bank, Gaza Strip Mini Kapoor



“W



e didn’t want to edit this book,” novelists Michael Chabon and Ayelet Waldman dramatically begin the introduction to this collection of essays timed for the 50th anniversary of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories. In their effort to persuade the reader how remote they have been from the terrain of this collection, they offer their life story. Soon after they first met, they took a trip to Israel in 1992. (They married in 1993.) Waldman, Jerusalemborn, had spent much of her life outside, and this was Chabon’s first time in the country. Their itinerary touched all the places Lonely Planet would recommend: Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial, al-Aqsa, the Western Wall, the Dead Sea. But thereafter they didn’t return, till Waldman went to a literary festival in Jerusalem in 2014. Here she befriended members of a non-profit organisation called Breaking the Silence, made up of former Israeli soldiers working to end the occupation.



■



Kingdom of Olives and Ash: Writers Confront the Occupation Edited by Michael Chabon & Ayelet Waldman 4th Estate ₹482



This time she visited Hebron and saw life under Israeli rule in the West Bank first hand. As she and Chabon write jointly, referring to each other in the third person: “For the first time she had a clear visceral understanding of just what occupation meant, of how it operated, and of the decades of Israeli strategic planning that had gone into creating the massive, often brutal, always dehumanising military bureaucracy that oversees and controls it.” Together, they say, they decided to bring to the issue the powerful lens provided by storytelling (a storyteller



being, they quote Henry James, “one on whom nothing is lost”). In batches, some of the best writers from around the world were taken to Israel-Palestine, including Maria Vargas Llosa, Anita Desai, Raja Shehadeh, Dave Eggers, Hari Kunzru and Colm Toibin. Their essays collected here record the dehumanising apparatus, procedures and relations the occupation has brought. And perhaps it is Israeli writer Assaf Gavron’s recollection that underlines the importance of their efforts. Gavron recalls a 2009 commercial for a telecommunications company that focussed on the separation barrier: an object comes flying over this monstrosity towards an Israeli military jeep, the soldiers react, till one of them says, “It’s just a soccer wall.” A soldier kicks it over the wall, it comes back, and it’s “game on”. Some time later a group of Palestinians made a video to test this narrative. They kick a football over the wall, and “in return, the Israeli soldiers shoot tear gas”. And in a way that’s what this bunch of writers do: they train their novelist’s eye on the telling detail in order to bear witness to the varying and brutal degrees of dispossession.



October China Mieville Penguin Random House ₹1,332



Move Fast and Break Things Jonathan Taplin Pan Macmillan ₹599



A powerful history of how online life began to be shaped around the values of entrepreneurs. The writer argues that the unprecedented growth of these online companies and their platforms have come at a great price for the creators of culture, with the music industry being hardest hit.



■



Land of the Dawn-Lit Mountains Antonia BolingbrokeKent Simon & Schuster India ₹499



A travel writer chronicles the remote north-eastern State of Arunachal Pradesh, meeting shamans, hunters and lamas. She attends tribal gatherings, discovers little-known stories from World War II and reveals a world which is on the cusp of vanishing forever. M ND-ND
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TV PICKS Badminton:



Australian Open: STAR Sports 2 & 2 HD, 8.30 a.m. HWL (semifinal): STAR Sports 2 & 2 HD, 1.45 p.m. onwards West Indies vs India: 2nd ODI, Sony Six, TEN 3 & Sony Six HD, TEN 1 HD, 6.30 p.m. Formula One: Azerbaijan GP: SS Select 2 & SS Select 2 HD, 6.30 p.m. England vs South Africa: 3rd T20, SS Select 1 & SS Select 1 HD, 7 p.m. Confederations Cup: TEN 2, 8.30 p.m.



IN BRIEF



India begins its campaign in style Smriti, Poonam and Mithali score half-centuries WOMEN’S WORLD CUP Press Trust of India Derby



The Indian women’s cricket team launched its campaign at the ICC Women’s World Cup with a comfortable 35run win over England, riding on a superb batting display by the top-order here on Saturday. Put in, Smriti Mandhana struck a sizzling 90 off 72 balls as India posted an imposing 281 for three. Smriti forged a 144-run



SCOREBOARD



Ford steps down as Sri Lanka coach COLOMBO



Sri Lanka’s cricket coach Graham Ford has quit, officials said on Saturday, midway through a 45- month contract and just two weeks after the team’s early exit from the Champions Trophy. Sri Lanka’s cricket board said the 56-year-old South African was ending his second stint with the team after a “decision arrived at mutually.” No immediate replacement was announced. AFP



opening wicket stand with Poonam Raut (86 off 134) before skipper Mithali Raj (71) completed an unprecedented seventh consecutive half century in ODIs. India then returned to dismiss England for 246 to make a resounding start to its World Cup campaign. It is India’s first win over England in five years as it had all lost all six previous matches to the hosts. Chasing 282 to win, England failed to forge partnerships with middle-order bat-



INDIA VS ENGLAND, DERBY



India: Poonam Raut c Wyatt b Hazell 86 (134b, 7x4, 1x6), Smriti Mandhana c Hazell b Knight 90 (72b, 11x4, 2x6), Mithali Raj c Brunt b Knight 71 (73b, 8x4), Harmanpreet Kaur (not out) 24 (22b, 1x4, 1x6); Extras (w-9, nb-1): 10; Total (for three wkts. in 50 overs): 281. Fall of wickets: 1-144 (Smriti, 26.5 overs), 2-222 (Poonam, 42.3), 3-281 (Mithali, 49.6). England bowling: Shrubsole 60-37-0, Brunt 7-1-50-0, Sciver 3-1-18-0, Hazell 10-0-51-1, Gunn 10-0-46-0, Hartley 7-038-0, Knight 7-0-41-2. England: T. Beaumont c Smriti b Shikha 14 (24b, 2x4), S. Taylor c Mona b Shikha 22 (31b, 3x4), H. Knight run out 46 (69b, 1x4, 2x6), N. Sciver c Sushma b Deepti 18 (22b, 2x4), F. Wilson run out 81 (75b, 6x4), D. Wyatt c & b Deepti 9 (9b, 1x4), K. Brunt



run out 24 (24b, 2x4), J. Gunn run out 9 (10b, 1x4), A. Shrubsole c (sub) b Deepti 11 (11b, 1x6), D. Hazell b Poonam Yadav 4 (8b), A. Hartley (not out) 1 (2b); Extras (lb-4, nb-3): 7; Total (in 47.3 overs): 246. Fall of wickets: 1-33 (Beaumont, 8.1), 2-42 (Taylor, 10.5), 3-67 (Sciver, 17.1), 4-134 (Knight, 31.1), 5-154 (Wyatt, 34.3), 6-216 (Brunt, 41.3), 7-229 (Wilson, 43.5), 8-229 (Gunn, 44.2), 9236 (Hazell, 46.2). India bowling: Jhulan 7-0-39-0, Ekta 9-0-43-0, Shikha 7-1-35-2, Poonam Yadav 10-0-51-1, Harmanpreet 6-0-27-0, Deepti 8.30-47-3. Toss: England. Player-of-the-match: Smriti.



The veteran needs runs under his belt



ter Fran Wilson (81 off 102) emerging the top-scorer. Her run out proved the turning point since England was cruising at that stage.



Press Trust of India Port of Spain



Another DRS irst SPORTS BUREAU LONDON



India was involved in the first use of the Decision Review System (DRS) in international women’s cricket when Natalie Sciver was dismissed. Sciver gloved a sweep off off-spinner Deepti Sharma, and wicketkeeper Sushma Verma reacted sharply to take it one-handed. Captain Mithali Raj successfully reviewed the ‘not out’ decision. India isn’t new to breaking ground when it comes to technology in cricket. It was involved in the first use of the DRS (2008 Test series in Sri Lanka). And Sachin Tendulkar was the first batsman to be given out by the TV umpire (run out, first Test vs. South Africa in Durban, 1992).



India won by 35 runs.



Over the top: India opener Smriti Mandhana’s brilliant knock laid the foundation for the team’s victory against England. *



STU FORSTER/GETTY IMAGES



Nearly a year on, BCCI is still deiant Lodha panel recommendations: CoA to meet the Board today G. Viswanath Mumbai



England optimistic about Broad’s fitness TAUNTON



England is optimistic Stuart Broad will be fit for next month’s first Test against South Africa at Lord’s despite a recent foot injury.The experienced pace bowler had scans on a bruised left heel after bowling only one over for Nottinghamshire in Leicestershire’s second innings as his side defeated its Midlands rival in the second division of the county this week. But with scans inconclusive, England hopes the old-fashioned approach of a week’s rest will help the 30-year-old Broad regain full fitness in time for the first of a four-Test series that starts on July 6. AFP



It was almost year ago that the Supreme Court validated the Justice Lodha Committee recommendations for reforms in cricket. But the BCCI has stayed defiant, filing review and curative petitions, and its full members filing intervention applications on several counts. First, the Justice Lodha Committee served timelines, but did not find positive responses from either the BCCI



or the State Associations. Then the Supreme Court appointed a four-member Committee of Administrators (CoA) to enforce its order, and the outcome has been the same. The BCCI and its members are not ready to accept recommendations that threaten their power. Thereafter the CoA held several meetings with the BCCI and State representatives and discussed the way forward. It has scheduled an-



other such meeting on Sunday, a day before the BCCI’s SGM here. While some members feel that there should not be any discussion on the matter because the Supreme Court is going to resume hearing cases filed by State associations in mid-July — one of which wants the July 18 order to be recalled — a majority is ready to implement the recommendations, but with some clauses removed. This group will tell the



BCCI that it wants the present full membership and voting rights maintained. It will also express its opposition to the three-year cooling-off period restrictions and also suggest that the selection committee should consist of five members, not three. “ A few members may object to the age cap of 70 for elected office-bearers and councillors, but that’s not an issue with us,” said a State representative.
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A day etched in memory



Women’s WC: ICC launches special Twitter emojis DUBAI



ICC on Saturday announced that the ICC Women’s World Cup will be the first global sports event to launch special Twitter emojis for captains as part of an unprecedented level of digital coverage for the women’s game. The mega event, which got underway in Derby on Saturday with host England taking on India in the first game, will be the first where captain’s emojis can be unlocked by hashtagging the player’s name. There’s also a #WW17 trophy emoji and gif that has been launched as part of the ICC’s ongoing partnership with Twitter. PTI



Incredible scenes: On June 25, 1983, at Lord’s, India added a sensational chapter to the (then) short history of the World Cup by stunning the mighty West Indies in the inal. Left: Mohinder Amarnath snares Michael Holding to signal the fairytale inish. Right: Kapil Dev, the proud captain, displays the reward for the remarkable feat. ALL SPORT & ADRIAN MURRELL/GETTY IMAGES *



Mexico eliminates Russia Portugal tops table after routing New Zealand CONFEDERATIONS CUP Reuters Kazan



Mexico scored either side of half-time to eliminate host Russia from the Confederations Cup with a 2-1 win on Saturday that sent it into the semifinals. Russia goalkeeper Igor Akinfeev misread a long clearance and was helpless on the edge of his penalty area as a bouncing header by Hirving Lozano floated past him in the 52nd minute. Russia had taken the lead in the 25th minute with a low strike by Alexander Samedov, beating goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa just inside the far post after Mexico had failed to clear a header and midfielder Aleksandr Erokhin missed CM YK



Equaliser: Mexico defender Nestor Araujo scores in the 30th minute with a looping header against Russia on Saturday. *



REUTERS



the ball as he was trying to shoot. Mexico defender Nestor Araujo equalised in the 30th minute with a looping header. In the other match, Cristiano Ronaldo swept home a penalty to set Portugal on the way to a typically efficient 4-0 win over New Zeal-



and. Ronaldo struck in the 33rd minute, his 75th goal for his country. The results: New Zealand 0 lost to Portugal 4 (Ronaldo 33-pen, Bernardo Silva 37, Andre Silva 80, Nani 90+1); Mexico 2 (Araujo 30, Lozano 52) bt Russia 1 (Samedov 25).



Focus on Yuvraj’s form and weather Yuvraj Singh’s patchy form and fear of inclement weather will be paramount when India takes on the West Indies in the second ODI here on Sunday. While weather is not in its control, what will keep Virat Kohli a touch worried is Yuvraj’s form which doesn’t exactly inspire confidence. After a half-century against Pakistan in the Champions Trophy opener, Yuvraj’s sequence of scores has been 7 (vs Sri Lanka), 23 not out (vs South Africa), 22 (vs Pakistan in CT final) and 4 (1st ODI vs WI). There is no debate on the class and experience of Yuvraj but at 35-plus, he surely is a shadow of his old self. His fielding has gone from bad to worse and skipper Kohli has not felt the need to summon him to bowl his left-arm spinners. An explosive left-hander like Rishabh Pant, the most exciting batting prospect among the GenNext is waiting in the wings, eagerly for his chance. The veteran can’t take his place for granted in the side. Not to forget an injured Manish Pandey waiting to get fit and prove his mettle in the 50-over format. With the first match being



First ODI abandoned Press Trust of India Port of Spain



Indian batsmen had no trouble in getting a few easy runs under their belt before persistent rain led to abandonment of the first onedayer against the West Indies, here on Friday. Shikhar Dhawan extended his red-hot form with an 87-run knock and Ajinkya Rahane scored 62 before rain forced an early suspension of the Indian innings. After two rain-interruptions, India’s innings ended at 199 for three in 39.2 overs. a wash-out, India is unlikely to change its playing XI for the second ODI, which will be played at the same venue. For Rahane, the half-century will be a confidence booster, knowing fully well that he will have to vacate the top spot once Rohit Sharma is back. India also needs a full match, which will help the team management test leftarm chinaman Kuldeep Yadav’s abilities as a shorter format bowler.



‘Kumble more mature than Kohli’



Adhiban is India’s star



CoA chairman Rai says the coach has been ‘absolutely impeccable’



B. Adhiban pulled off a timely victory against Anton Korobov and paved the way for India’s 2.5-1.5 win over higher-rated Ukraine in the seventh round of the World team chess championship here on Saturday. With two rounds to go, the result lifted India to the fourth spot, behind new leader China, favourite Russia and Poland. In the women’s section, Padmini Rout’s victory on the fourth board helped India hold China to a 2-2 draw. India shares the fourth spot with Georgia, behind leaders Russia and Ukraine, and third-placed China.



Sports Bureau KHANTY MANSIYSK (RUSSIA)



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI



Vinod Rai, chairman, Committee of Administrators (CoA), has referred to former head coach Anil Kumble as “more mature” than captain Virat Kohli. “If any two persons are thrown together for 24x7, there'll be a difference of professional opinion, so what’s there! His contract was for one year and well, there were perceptional issues, professional issues,” said Rai after the CoA meeting here on Saturday, a day ahead of its interaction with the BCCI affiliates’ representatives. “He (Kumble) is a more mature person. He decided that look... okay... fair enough. It’s a captain who has to play on the field ultimately. I think Kumble’s role has been absolutely impeccable. He has done very well as a coach. We will go in for an equally good professional, whether it’s a captain or the manager, but there should be cohesion in the team.” Rai clarified that the extension in seeking applications for the coach’s post was to get the “best” and have him with the team at least till the 2019 World Cup. The CoA chairman also commended the BCCI acting-secretary Amitabh Chaudhary and CEO Rahul Johri for striking the best possible deal at the ICC



Anil Kumble.



*



AP



meetings earlier in the week. “In the governance model, a lot of our suggestions have been accepted. And two groups have been formed, one headed by Chaudhary. The other group in which Johri is there, it is the strategic working group and governance model group. The best thing that has happened for us is the ICC accepting that the governance document is a living document, which means it is a dynamic one,” Rai said. Rai, along with his colleagues in the CoA, will meet the State association representatives in two batches on Sunday to discuss the implementation of the Supreme Court-ordered reforms.



The results (seventh round): Open: Ukraine (4) lost to India (9) 1.5-2.5 (Ruslan Ponomariov drew with Vidit Gujrathi; Anton Korobov lost to B. Adhiban; Alexander Areshchenko drew with K. Sasikiran; Alexander Moiseenko drew with Parimarjan Negi). Russia (11) lost to China (12) 1.5-2.5; Turkey (8) lost to USA (8) 1-3; Norway (2) lost to Poland (10) 1.5-2.5; Egypt (0) lost to Belarus (6) 0.5-3.5. Women: China (9) drew with India (8) 2-2 (Ju Wenjun drew with D. Harika; Tan Zhongyi drew with Tania Sachdev; Lei Tingjie bt Eesha Karavade; Guo Qi lost to Padmini Rout). Russia (12) bt Poland (7) 3.5-0.5; Azerbaijan (4) lost to Georgia (8) 1-3; Vietnam (5) drew with USA (5) 2-2; Egypt (0) lost to Ukraine (12) 1.5-2.5.
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IN BRIEF



Srikanth makes it to elite club



GENERAL



Devendro, Ankush in the title round



Enters third successive Superseries inal, meets China’s Chen Long AUSTRALIAN OPEN



Press Trust of India New Delhi



Pellegrino is Southampton coach LONDON



English Premier League side Southampton named Argentinian coach Mauricio Pellegrino as its new manager on Friday to replace Claude Puel, who was sacked after just one season. The 45-year-old Pellegrino, who had been in charge of Alaves in Spain, has agreed a threeyear contract at St. Mary’s and will officially join up with Southampton next week, the club said. AFP



Lahiri fires seven-under to make cut CROMWELL (US)



Anirban Lahiri fired his careerbest round on the PGA, a stunning seven-under 63 to climb more than 90 places in the 2017 Travelers golf Championship here. The 29-year-old Lahiri, who shot 73 in the first round improved by 10 shots and at four-under 136, he was tied-17th, after being 108th at the end of the first round. The lead stayed with Jordan Spieth, who scrambled to one-under 69. PTI



Taekwondo federation rebrands over acronym SEOUL



World Taekwondo Federation has changed its name to World Taekwondo after becoming uncomfortable with the “negative connotations” of its acronym, WTF. The body has been named World Taekwondo Federation since 1973, but it has been considering a change since the slang abbreviation ‘WTF’ gained currency on social media. AFP



Dhruv Sarda qualifies for Asian Tour



Agencies



Commonwealth Games silver-medallist L. Devendro Singh (52kg) advanced to the final along with the young Ankush Dahiya (60kg) on another mixed day for Indian boxers at the Ulaanbaatar Cup in Mongolia on Saturday. Devendro defeated Mongolia’s Gandulam MungunErdene in a unanimous verdict, while Ankushgot the better of Russia’s Radna



Sydney



K. Srikanth continued his dream run and grabbed a third successive Superseries final spot at the Australian Open with a straight-game victory over China’s Shi Yuqi here on Saturday. Srikanth, who had reached the summit clash in Singapore and Indonesia, joined Indonesia’s Sony Dwi Kuncoro, Malaysia’s Lee Chong Wei, the Chinese duo of Chen Long and Lin Dan to become only the fifth player in the world to contest three successive Superseries finals. Srikanth set up the final clash against Olympic champion Chen Long. The 11th-ranked Srikanth beat Shi, the World No. 4, 2110, 21-14 in just 37 minutes. China’s Chen gave himself a shot at his first Superseries title this year by fighting off South Korean veteran Lee Hyun-Il 26-24, 15-21, 21-17 in 68 minutes.



SAI clears Dealympics contingent Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Dream run: K. Srikanth defeated China’s Shi Yuqi in straight games in the semiinals of the Australian Open. *



All-Japanese final The women’s final will be an all-Japanese affair between Akane Yamaguchi and Nozomi Okuhara. Okuhara made her first Superseries final in over a year, wearing down China’s Sun Yu 21-18, 18-21, 21-14, while Yamaguchi played a brilliant counter-attacking game to shock Taiwanese top seed Tai Tzu Ying 21-19, 21-12. A former World No. 3, Srik-



CAMERON SPENCER / GETTY IMAGES



anth, who had reached the semifinals in the last edition, produced yet another nearperfect performance to outclass All England finalist Shi to notch up his second win over the Chinese.



in his right ankle after the Olympic Games.



Srikanth had beaten him at the quarterfinals of the Singapore Open in April.



“I was in control of the whole match, I didn’t give him any easy points at the start. It’s just that I had to stay there, he’s someone who wants to keep the



“It’s a dream performance,” said Srikanth, who had suffered a stress fracture



“I played a World Super Series final (Singapore Open) after two years, and then to play the next two finals is a dream for sure.



‘Wonder Woman’ Montano does it again



shuttle in play and goes for the odd shot, so I wanted to stay there and not give him easy points. I was in control at the net.” The results (semifinals): Men: K. Srikanth bt Shi Yuqi (Chn) 2110, 21-14; Chen Long (Chn) bt Lee Hyun-Il (Kor) 26-24, 15-21, 21-17. Women: Akane Yamaguchi (Jpn) bt Tai Tzu Ying (Tpe) 21-19, 21-12; Nozomi Okuhara (Jpn) bt Sun Yu (Chn) 21-18, 1821, 21-14.



Justin Gatlin stormed to victory in the 100m at the US World championship trials on Friday, upstaging rising star Christian Coleman and setting up the prospect of one final duel with Usain Bolt. The 35-year-old Gatlin turned on the gas in the final 20 meters at Sacramento’s Hornet Stadium to reel in Coleman for a convincing win in 9.95s. “It was just a fighting moment,” Gatlin said of his victory. “It wasn’t the spectacular time that you’ve seen me run in the past couple of years. But, it was a time that I needed to fight. I had to make sure I was right there with him at the end and try and hold on with experience.” Coleman, 21, had been tipped as the likeliest US rival to Bolt at August’s World Championships after clocking the fastest time in the world this year, a blistering 9.82sec. But Coleman — who hours earlier had inked a seven-figure sponsorship deal with Nike — was put firmly in his place by the veteran Gatlin, finishing in 9.98 seconds.



Run baby, run! It was the second time Alysia Montano has run while pregnant, now, in the US World Championship trials on Thursday. AFP *



Sacramento



Detroit Pistons guard Kentavious Caldwell-Pope was suspended for two games without pay by the NBA after pleading guilty to operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated. AFP



Five months pregnant and running an 800m in brutal heat, Alysia Montano lived up to the best traditions of the ‘Wonder Woman’ superhero character on her running vest on Thursday. The 31-year-old from New York shrugged off sweltering conditions to line up in the 800m heats as the US World Championship trials got under way in searing temperat-



ures of 110 degrees Fahrenheit (43 Celsius) here. It was the second time Montano has run while pregnant after her appearance in 2014 when eight months pregnant. In the end, Montano finished a distant last, trailing home in 2min 21.40secs at Hornet Stadium. Nevertheless Montano was proud of her display and felt no ill effects from her two-lap dash. “I feel amazing,” said Montano, who said



she had been partly inspired to run after discovering that the star of Hollywood superhero blockbuster “Wonder Woman” — Gal Gadot — had been pregnant while filming the movie. “I thought it (the film) was amazing,” Montano said. “And then I found out that she did half of the movie five months pregnant so I thought ‘I will definitely be signing up for US Nationals’.”
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SNOOKER



SUDOKU



Easy for Shooting Stars Special Correspondent Kolkata



Shooting Stars banked on Laxman Rawats fine performance to thrash Cue Magicians 6-1 and remain on course for booking a place in the last four of the Bengal Snooker League at the Saturday Club here on Saturday.



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



CM YK



앫 He joins Indonesia’s Sony Dwi Kuncoro, Malaysia’s Lee Chong Wei, China’s Chen Long and Lin Dan 앫 His earlier inals were in Singapore and Indonesia CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



Storming to victory: Justin Gatlin, left, won the 100m ahead of Christian Coleman to book his ticket to the London World Championship. AFP



jump, teenager Vashti Cunningham, the world indoor champion and daughter of former NFL star Randall Cunningham, posted a jump of 1.99m to win and clinch her place for the London Worlds. In the opening heats of the women’s 100m hurdles, world record holder Keni Harrison impressed with 12.54s, the fastest time in the world this season. The 24-year-old is desperate to make up for the bitter disappointment of last year, when she missed out on the Olympics after finishing sixth at the trials in Oregon. Friday was Harrison’s first race since breaking her hand at a meeting in Doha last month.



Christopher Belcher was third in 10.06s. Asked if he felt Gatlin still ‘had it’, Coleman replied: “He never lost it!” Gatlin, meanwhile, was delighted after clinching his ticket to London — and another potential showdown with Bolt. “It feels great,” said Gatlin, who has registered only one victory over Bolt in his career. In the women’s 100m, Tori Bowie swept to a com-



Important results (all finals): Men: 100m: 1. Justin Gatlin 9.95, 2. Christian Coleman, 3. Christopher Belcher. 10,000m: 1. Paul Chelimo 13m, 8.62s, 2. Eric Jenkins, 3. Ryan Hill. Triple jump: 1. Will Claye 17.91, 2. Chris Benard, 3. Donald Scott. Women: 100m: 1. Tori Bowie 10.94, 2. Deajah Stevens, 3. Ariana Washington. 10,000m: 1. Shelby Houlihan 15m, 13.87s, 2. Shannon Rowbury, 3. Molly Huddle. High jump: 1. Vashti Cunningham 1.99m, 2. Liz Patterson, 3. Inika McPherson.



Agence France-Presse



Dhruv Sarda of India finished 17th among the 24 bowlers who qualified for the final round of the Macau International open tenpin bowling championship. He recorded a total pinfall of 1728 in eight games, averaging 216. With this performance, Dhruv qualified for the upcoming Macau leg of the Asian Bowling Federation Tour.



NEW YORK



앫 Srikanth becomes only the ifth player in the world to contest three successive Superseries inals



Bowie sweeps to a comfortable win in women’s 100m Sacramento



Pope suspended for two games



CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



The Sports Authority of India has cleared a contingent of 46 athletes, eight coaches and other support staff for the Deaflympics to be staged in Samsun, Turkey, from July 18 to 30. Except for five managers and a delegate, the government will take care of the full cost of 58 persons. The squad consists of nine in athletics, eight in badminton, nine in tennis, eight in table tennis, five in wrestling, three in swimming, two each in golf and shooting, who were selected after a training camp and selection trials in Delhi and Gandhi Nagar. After all the concern ex-



The results: The Rockets bt Black Panthers 4-3 [15R: Shahbaaz Khan lost to Rafath Habib 37-81, Lucky Vatnani bt Siddharth Parikh 5328, Shyam Jagtiani bt Piyush Bhagat 62-10; doubles: Lucky Vatnani-Shyam Jagtiani bt Rafath Habib- Abdul Miraz 67-57, Shahbaaz Khan-Lucky Vatnani lost to Rafath Habib-Siddharth Parikh 36-53; Terence Mac bt Rohit Malhotra 35-20; doubles: Shahbaaz Khan & Mudit Poddar lost to Siddharth Parikh & Piyush Bhagat 11-29]. Green Warrior bt RKG Snooker Champs 5-2 [15R: Sundeep Gulati lost to Sourav Kothari 7-84, Nitesh Madaan bt Manish Jain 57-16, Rahul Berlia bt Benay Agarwala 67-35; doubles: Sundeep Gulati-Aamer Hussain bt Sourav Kothari- Benay Agarwala 64-60, Sundeep GulatiPradyumna Mimani lost to



Manish Jain-Abhishek Kedia 66-95; Aamer Hussain bt Saif Khan 48-0; doubles: Nitesh Madaan & Pradyumna Mimani bt Manish Jain & Anil Poddar 41-21]. Alpha Cueists bt City Knights 5-2 [15R: Pushpender Singh bt Himanshu Jain 90-38, Faisal Khan bt Manan Chandra 73-24, Akram Khan lost to Ravi Goenka 16-68; doubles: Faisal Khan-Akram Khan bt Manan Chandra-Rajesh Tulsian 57-53, Dheerendra Baid-Wangchuk Bhutia lost to Manan ChandraHimanshu Jain 64-84; 6R: Wangchuk Bhutia bt Rohan Gandhi 40-4; doubles: Pushpender Singh & Vikrant Gupta bt Himanshu Jain & Ravi Goenka 51-9]. Shooting Stars bt Cue Magicians 6-1 [15R: Laxman Rawat bt Anuj Uppal 61-56, Malkeet Singh lost to Brijesh Damani 32-72(62), Ankit Kariwala bt Arshad Zama 64-34; doubles: Laxman Rawat-Ankit Kariwala bt Anuj Uppal-Arshad Zama 7539, Sunil Saraogi-Chetan Mehta bt Kingshuk Saha-Ayush Namchu 48-20; 6R: Gautam Khanwani bt Kingshuk Saha 5218; doubles: Malkeet Singh & Sunil Saraogi bt Brijesh Damani & Shakil Ahmed 45-7].



pressed by Parul Gupta about not being selected for tennis after she had finished third in the National championship, which was the primary a selection criteria, five girls were eventually selected for women’s tennis, apart from four men. Apurba Biswas, Sonu Anand Sharma, Narinder Dagar, Chandra Bhushan Prasad, Shakun Bhugra, Mayank Diwan, V.K. Agarwal and Maha Singh Rao will be the coaches, taking care of various disciplines. There will also be two interpreters, one physiotherapist and a chef de mission, which would be the secretary general of the All India Sports Council of the Deaf (AISCD), Walter Fernandez.



Gatlin surprises Coleman



MACAU



Agence France-Presse



Tsibikov in a split decision. However, three others — K. Shyam Kumar (49kg), Mohammed Hussamuddin (56kg) and Priyanka Chaudhary (60kg) — lost their respective semifinal bouts and had to settle for bronze medals. In Sunday’s final, Devendro will be up against Indonesia’s Aldoms Suguro. The 19-year-old Ankush will fight it out with Korean Man Choe Chol.



*



fortable win in 10.94 ahead of Deajah Stevens and Ariana Washington. Allyson Felix, the reigning world 400m champion, finished last. Meanwhile in the men’s triple jump, reigning Olympic and world champion Christian Taylor — who only needed to turn up here this week to cash in a wildcard place — intentionally fouled on his only leap of the competition. In the women’s high



Thompson and Blake triumph The two excel in the absence of Bolt and Fraser-Pryce Agence France-Presse Jamaica



Elaine Thompson lowered her World-leading time in the 100 metres at the Jamaican Track and Field Championships on Friday, while former World champion Yohan Blake roared to his fastest time in five years. Thompson clocked a 10.71 seconds to win the women’s 100m and Blake did likewise in the men’s 100m with a blazing time of 9.90 seconds. On a cool evening at Kingston’s iconic National Stadium, the two provided the star power with the absence of Jamaican Olympic heroes Usain Bolt and ShellyAnn Fraser-Pryce. Blake is making a comeback after several years on the sidelines with injuries. His time was his fastest since 2012 when he ran 9.69 seconds in Lausanne. Julian Forte was second in 10.04 seconds after running a career best 9.99 seconds in the semifinals, while SenojJay Givans booked his first spot on a senior national team by placing third in



Indian tennis teams for Asian Indoors Special Correspondent New Delhi



Superb show: Yohan Blake and Elaine Thompson roared to wins in the 100m inals at the Jamaican Track and Field Championships. REUTERS *



10.05 seconds. Blake said he has been encouraged by his training partner Bolt. “Every time I run, I am getting better and better and I just want to maintain this form going into the World Championships. Every day Usain encourages me at training,” he said. Asked if there was any athlete that he feared on the track Blake said, “there is no



one to fear, I train with the fastest man ever; what’s there to fear? I feel really good, and I am confident again and riding this wave of euphoria.” He admitted, however, that it was difficult to get back to this level of fitness and confidence after a series of injuries. “I was mentally scarred but my management team worked hard with me and look here we are.”



India’s young tennis players Vishnu Vardhan, Sumit Nagal, Sidharth Rawat and Vijay Sundar Prashanth will get another platform to make an impact in the fifth Asian Indoor and Martial Art Games to be staged in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan, from September 17 to 27. India will not be able to field some of its best men’s players since the Games clash with the Davis Cup World Group play-off to be staged in Canada from 15 to 17, . The women’s team will have Ankita Raina, Riya Bhatia, Dhruthi Venugopal and Prarthana Thombare. From each country, two players can compete in singles and field one doubles team each in the men’s and women’s section, apart from one mixed doubles team. The Indian tennis team will have former National champion Ashutosh Singh as the captain and coach. M ND-ND
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Federer in Halle inal Kvitova’s comeback from injury gathers momentum



On the ball: Roger Federer was in imperious form as he dismissed Russian Karen Khachanov. AFP *



Agencies



ent reported.



Halle



The results: At London: ATP Aegon Championships: Semifinals: Marin Cilic bt Gilles Muller 6-3, 5-7, 6-4. Quarterfinals: Feliciano Lopez bt Tomas Berdych 7-6(5), 6-7 (1), 7-5. At Halle: ATP Gerry Weber Open: Semifinals: Roger Federer bt Karen Khachanov 6-4, 7-6(5). At Birmingham: WTA Aegon Classic: Semifinal: Ashleigh Barty bt Garbine Muguruza 3-6, 6-4, 6-3; Petra Kvitova bt Lucie Safarova 6-1, 1-0 (retired). Quarterfinals: Barty bt Camila Giorgi 5-2 [retired]. Doubles: Semifinals: Ashleigh Barty & Casey Dellacqua w/o Sania Mirza and CoCo Vandeweghe. At Mallorca: WTA Mallorca Open: Semifinals: Julia Goerges bt Catherine Bellis 6-1, 6-1. Quarterfinals: Caroline Garcia bt Roberta Vinci 6-2, 7-6(8). €127,000 Challenger men, Ilkley, Britain: Doubles (final): Adil Shamasdin (Can) & Leander Paes bt Brydan Klein & Joe Salisbury (GBR) 2-6, 6-2, [10-8]. $15,000 ITF, Hong Kong: Doubles (final): Francis Casey Alcantara (Phi) & Karunuday Singh bt Tomohiro Masabayashi & Yuki Mochizuki (Jpn) 6-3, 4-6, [11-9].



Top seed Roger Federer will challenge for a ninth Halle Open title after reaching the Wimbledon warm-up event final with a 6-4, 7-6(5) victory over rising Russian talent Karen Khachanov on Saturday. He converted his first match point to reach an 11th Halle final. Czech Petra Kvitova’s comeback from a lengthy injury layoff gathered momentum on Saturday as she reached the Aegon Classic final in Birmingham after Lucie Safarova retired from their semifinal with a leg injury. Leander Paes and Adil Shamasdin of Canada won the doubles title in the €127,000 Aegon Ilkley Challenger grasscourt tennis tournament on Saturday. They beat British wild cards Brydan Klein and Joe Salisbury 2-6, 6-2, [10-8].



Evans fails drug test British tennis player Dan Evans has said that he failed a drug test in April, testing positive for cocaine. The World No. 50 claimed on Friday that he had taken the recreational drug out-ofcompetition, the Independ-



Hamilton clinches Azerbaijan pole Ferrari duo occupies second row in the grid



SHOOTING



Gold for Anish Sports Bureau



“The lap, in the end, wasn’t quite perfect, I was struggling the front left temperature and Lewis then did his lap! It’s disappointing, but second place is not bad.”



Agence France-Presse Baku



Lewis Hamilton snatched pole position for Sunday’s Azerbaijan Grand Prix after eclipsing Mercedes teammate Valtteri Bottas on his final qualifying lap on Saturday. The three-time world champion starts ahead of Bottas with Ferrari duo Kimi Raikkonen and Sebastian Vettel, the championship leader, occupying the second row of the grid. Hamilton claimed the 66th pole of his career, pulling clear of Brazilian great Ayrton Senna’s mark and leaving the Briton just two shy of Michael Schumacher’s record of 68. The 32-year-old bounced back from a frustrating practice outing on Friday to clinch his fifth pole in eight races this season as Mer-



STARTING GRID



Scorching run: Lewis Hamilton secured his 66th career pole to pull ahead of Ayrton Senna and just two shy of Michael Schumacher. AFP *



cedes locked out the front row. Hamilton’s quickest lap of 1min 40.593sec came in the final seconds of the session following a red-flagged stoppage which turned the finale into a 3min 30sec showdown. “I am so pumped - that’s how qualifying should be,”



said an ecstatic Hamilton, who was more than a second off the pace on Friday. “It is going to be a long hard race, but it’s the best place to start.” Bottas, who had been fastest in Q3 until Hamilton’s stunning final lap, admitted he was disappointed.



Payas, Diya take sub-junior titles Preyesh Raj and Suhana Saini emerge triumphant in cadets



1. Lewis Hamilton (Mercedes), 2. Valtteri Bottas (Mercedes), 3. Kimi Raikkonen (Ferrari), 4. Sebastian Vettel (Ferrari), 5. Max Verstappen (Red Bull), 6. Sergio Perez (Force India), 7. Esteban Ocon (Force India), 8. Lance Stroll (Williams), 9. Felipe Massa (Williams), 10. Daniel Ricciardo (Red Bull), 11. Daniil Kvyat (Toro Rosso), 12. Kevin Magnussen (Haas), 13. Nico Hulkenberg (Renault), 14. Pascal Wehrlein (Sauber), 15. Carlos Sainz Jr (Toro Rosso), 16. Romain Grosjean (Haas), 17. Marcus Ericsson (Sauber), 18. Fernando Alonso (McLaren), 19. Stoffel Vandoorne (McLaren), 20. Jolyon Palmer (Renault).



Amol Karhadkar



Indore



Indore



Favourites Payas Jain of Delhi and Diya Chitale of Maharashtra defeated H. Jeho and Munmun Kundu respectively to lift the sub-junior boys and girls’ titles in the 11Even Sports National Ranking (Central Zone) Table Tennis championship, which concluded at the Abhay Prashal indoor sports complex on Saturday. Jain fought hard to overcome a defensive Jeho in a five-game battle that lasted nearly 40 minutes. Chitale continued to dominate her main event hapless with an all-round attacking strokeplay, leaving Kundu hapless. Tamil Nadu’s Preyesh Raj and Haryana’s Suhana Saini won in the cadet boys and girls’ categories.



A. Sharath Kamal, who has been the torch-bearer of Indian table tennis for well over a decade and is two weeks shy of turning 35, a milestone that often puts Indian athletes on the verge of retirement. However, India head coach Massimo Costantini is confident Sharath is far from being at the fag end of his career. “Table tennis is going to be a long-career sport. Last Olympics, a player like (Vladimir) Samsonov could fight for the bronze medal at the age of 40. Sharath is 34. He is in the best moment to perform well. “I am expecting he will have a good Olympics in 2020 and stretch his career to maybe the 2022 Commonwealth Games,” Costantini told The Hindu. “He has to be managed properly. Fitness, practice,



The results: Cadet girls: Final: Suhana Saini (Har) bt Pritha Vartikar (Mah) 9-11, 12-10, 11-8, 6-11, 11-5, 6-11, 11-6. Semi-



finals: Suhana bt Arya Songadkar (Mah) 12-10, 11-9, 16-14; Pritha bt Nehal Venkatasamy (TN) 11-2, 11-6, 3-11, 7-11, 12-10. Cadet boys: Final: Preyesh Raj (TN) bt Shantesh Mapsekar (Goa) 11-9, 11-9, 11-9, 11-7. Semifinals: Preyesh bt Suhaan Gulati (Pun) 11-8, 11-8, 11-7; Shantesh bt Arnav Aggarwal (Chd) 11-9, 2-11, 11-9, 10-12, 11-9. Sub-junior girls: Final: Diya



Chitale (Mah) bt Munmun Kundu (WB) 6-11, 11-8, 11-2, 11-4, 11-9. Semifinals: Munmun bt Mihika Rohira (Mah) 12-14, 11-6, 9-11, 11-9, 11-7, 11-6; Diya bt Trisha Gogoi (Asm) 11-4, 11-8, 11-4, 11-9. Sub-junior boys: Final: Payas Jain (Del) bt H. Jeho (PSPB) 811, 11-7, 23-21, 11-9, 11-8. Semifinals: Payas bt Alberto Lrruata (PSPB) 11-2, 11-3, 8-11, 9-11, 1210; Jeho bt Dev Shroff (Mah) 111, 11-8, 11-7, 11-8, 11-9.



The results: Junior men: 25m standard pistol: 1. Anish Bhanwala 579 (WRJ); 2. Florian Peter (Ger) 572; 3. Pavlo Korostylov (Ukr) 570; 10. Anhad Jawanda 561; 23. Sambhaji Patil 547. Team: 1. China 1694; 2. India 1687; 3. France 1678. 50m rifle prone: 1. Cristian Friman (Fin) 246.4(10.4) 620.7; 2. Dragomir Iordache (Rou) 246.4 (9.8) 619.6; 3. Liu Yukun (Chn) 225.5 (621.2); 23. Fateh Singh Dhillon 617.3; 29. Subhankar



Anish. Pramanick 615.9; 66. Syed Araib Parvez 606.0. Team: 1. Austria 1865.6 (WRJ); 2. Norway 1858.0; 3. Russia 1855.8; 14. India 1839.2. Junior women: 50m rifle prone: 1. Katerina Kolarikova (Cze) 624.9 (WRJ); 2. Anastasiia Galashina (Rus) 621.6; 3. Jeanette Hegg Duestad (Nor) 620.6; 21. Shirin Godara 615.9; 41. Prasiddhi Mahant 609.8; 57. Ayushi Podder 605.4. Team: 1. Norway 1859.7 (WRJ), 2. US 1852.3; 3. China 1848.0; 16. India 1831.1.



Sharath is in the best moment to perform well, says Constantini



Amol Karhadkar



Young champs: Preyesh Raj, Diya Chitale, Payas Jain and Suhana Saini pose with their trophies.



Suhl (Germany)



Anish Bhanwala gave a robust start to the Indian challenge by clinching the 25metre standard pistol gold in the Junor World shooting championship on Saturday. The 14-year-old Anish shot 579 to win the gold. Anish also bettered the junior world record of 574 set by Denis Koulakov of Russia in Lahti, Finland, in 2002.



Constantini.



activity outside India — we need a plan for Sharath and I am sure he is as eager as any other top player to keep improving. He needs to work on a slightly different mentality because his skills are not the same as what they were four-five years ago.



Plan needed “On the other hand, he is more mature than what he was back then. So we need to make a plan considering all these aspects and I be-



lieve Sharath will soon give a huge reason to celebrate for the country.” Sharath, ranked World No. 44, has set the roadmap for Indian paddlers on the global stage. It has resulted in Soumyajit Ghosh and Harmeet Desai joining him in the top-100 club while G. Sathiyan is on the cusp of breaking into it. “They have a golden opportunity because Sharath is alone. If you look at the history of a country like Sweden, they had ( Jan-Ove) Waldner, (Peter) Carlsson, ( Jorgen) Person in their golden generations. And the next generation couldn’t follow suit. “In India, there is only one top player; so the youngsters have an opportunity to create a niche for him. Ghosh, Sathiyan, Harmeet — I would also put Sanil and Amalraj — are capable of grabbing the opportunities.”
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India hammers Pakistan



Arokia Rajiv clocks season’s best



Braces from Ramandeep and Mandeep set up playof against Canada



Sports Bureau



HWL SEMIFINAL Press Trust of India LONDON



The Indian hockey team continued its domination over Pakistan, handing it a 6-1 thrashing in the fifth-eighth place classification match of the Hero Hockey World League Semifinal here on Saturday. India had thumped Pakistan 7-1 in the league phase of the tournament last Sunday. Goals by Ramandeep Singh (eighth and 28th minute), Talwinder Singh (25th), Mandeep Singh (27th and 59th), and Harmanpreet Singh (36th) helped India decimate Pakistan and set up a clash with Canada in the fifth-sixth place playoff match.



Hopes dented The result dented Pakistan’s hopes of booking a berth in the Hockey World Cup to be held in Bhubaneswar next



On target: Ramandeep Singh, centre, scores one of his two goals against Pakistan. year. Mandeep helped India win its first penalty corner in the sixth minute but Harmanpreet’s flick was defended well by Pakistan. Soon after, India put pressure on Pakistan, interrupting its counter-attacks and cornering its player with a three-



man defence. The strategy worked and Pakistan lost possession. Satbir Singh, playing his 50th international, was quick to spot Ramandeep in the circle, who in turn, seized the opportunity to help India take a 1-0 lead.



*



AP



India was up 4-0 in the second quarter. The results: Fifth-eighth places: India 6 (Ramandeep Singh 8, 28, Talwinder Singh 25, Mandeep Singh 27, 59, Harmanpreet Singh 36) bt Pakistan 1 (Ajaz Ahmad 41).



RSPB coasts past Chandigarh Will meet Punjab & Sind Bank in the inal Uthra Ganesan Lucknow



Railways Sports Promotion Board finally managed to get its act together in the final 15 minutes of the game, slamming four goals to coast past Chandigarh 5-1 in the semifinals of the Men’s National Hockey Championship-A Division here on Saturday. It will now take on Punjab & Sind Bank for the title. PSB edged past an erratic Punjab 1-0 in the other semifinal. Chandigarh started well and pressed ahead in the opening quarter, one of its attacks resulting in Karanpal Singh’s stick-check on Damandeep Singh and a stroke with which captain Gaurav Tokhi dutifully put his team ahead. But other than superior physical strength, which



One more to the kitty: Yuvraj Walmiki about to score one past Chandigarh. RAJEEV BHATT *



it used well to defend in numbers, there was little application from the side. Railways, on the other hand, showed enough skills but was unable to make it count. As many as 10 penalty



corners were wasted. The shots were off target and hardly any support for the moves created by Affan Yousuf and Nilakanta Sharma. The latter finally levelled when his pass from



the backline deflected off a defender stick to go into the goal. Once that happened, Railways suddenly was a transformed side. The players began searching for deflections and field goals and succeeded. A penalty stroke in the 59th minute was converted by Karanpal as the team, and the player himself, came a full circle. Punjab had its moments but failed to capitalise. It took a diving deflection from Karamjit Singh in the 57th minute to assure PSB of a spot in the final. The results (semifinals): RSPB 5 (Nilakanta Sharma, Ajit Pandey, Raju Pal, Yuvraj Walmiki, Karanpal Singh) bt Chandigarh 1 (Gaurav Tokhi); PSB 1 (Karamjit Singh) bt Punjab 0.



South Africa levels series The third T20 in Cardif on Sunday is now a decider Agence France-Presse



Almaty (Kazakhstan)



Taunton



Tamil Nadu’s Arokia Rajiv, the Asian Games bronze medallist, clocked a season-best 46.13s as he won the men’s 400m at the G. Kosanov Memorial athletics meet here on Saturday. But it was not anywhere close to the entry standard (45.50s) for this August’s London Worlds. “I had hoped to qualify for the Worlds from here, but heavy rain and gusty winds spoiled the show,” Arokia, the former National record-holder, told The Hindu on Saturday night. “The wind was particularly heavy during the third 100, it was pushing me back.” M.R. Poovamma won the women’s 400m but under heavy rain she clocked 53.26s. None of the Indians in the opening day’s action made the cut for the Worlds though Tajinderpal Singh Toor broke the meet record while winning the men’s shot put (20.01m).



Jason Roy’s bizarre dismissal turned the second Twenty20 International South Africa’s way as the Proteas won by just three runs at Taunton on Friday. The narrow victory saw South Africa level the threematch series at 1-1 to set-up a winner-takes-all clash in Cardiff on Sunday. England was on course for an unbeatable 2-0 lead while Roy (67) and Jonny Bairstow (47) shared a second-wicket stand of 110. But when Roy was given out obstructing the field — the first time this had happened in a T20 International — the innings fell away. Earlier, Cape Town-born Tom Curran marked his England debut with an impressive three for 33 in his four overs. The tourists’ hit 174 for eight, with de Villiers’ top-scoring with 46.



The results (Indians only): Men: 400m: 1. Arokia Rajiv (46.13s). Triple jump: 1. Arpinder Singh (16.32m). Shot put: 1. Tajinderpal Singh Toor (20.01, MR, OR 19.92). Women: 100m: 2. Dutee Chand (11.53s), 5. Merlin Joseph (11.72). 400m: 1. M.R. Poovamma (53.26s), 3. Jisna Mathew (53.70). 4x100m relay: 2. India (Srabani Nanda, Reena George, Merlin Joseph, Dutee Chand, 45.41s). Triple jump: 4. N.V. Sheena (12.92m).



Arokia Rajiv. *



FILE PHOTO: K. MURALI KUMAR



The score: South Africa 174 for eight in 20 overs (A.B. de Villiers 46, D. Miller 32, Curran four for 33) bt England 171 for six in 20 overs (J. Roy 67, J. Bairstow 47).



Obstructing Roy’s dubious distinction ANI Taunton



England batsman Jason Roy became the first ever batsman to be given out obstructing the field in T20 Internationals. Roy, who was batting superbly on 67, was given out in the 16th over bowled by Chris Morris when Liam Livingstone dabbed the ball to the backward point region where South Africa’s Andile Phehlukwayo collected it and threw at the nonstriker’s end. Roy, who was at that end, was halfway down the pitch when he was sent back by Livingstone. Phehlukwayo’s throw hit Roy on his boot and the tourists, led by Morris, started appealing for obstructing the field and umpire Michael Gough immediately signalled a



Jason Roy.



*



STU FORSTER/



GETTY IMAGES



dead ball and went upstairs with a soft signal not out. The replays showed that Roy did change his path and came in the way of the throw. The third umpire took his time before deciding in South Africa’s favour.



Teams not to lose review for umpire’s call Asian News International London



The International Cricket Council (ICC) chief executives’ committee has approved all recommendations made by the ICC cricket committee in May. This means that from October 1, teams will not lose a review for “umpire’s call” verdicts under the DRS. The 80-over top-up of reviews in Test cricket has been removed. The committee also approved the minimum standards for the use of DRS, including the mandatory use



of accredited ball tracking and edge detection technology. The system will be used in T20Is as well. The other changes approved include limiting bat sizes (edges to 40mm, bat depth to 67mm) and giving umpires the power to send players off the field for serious incidents of misconduct.



Dealing with violence The disciplinary breaches umpires have been empowered to clamp down on include threatening an umpire, physically assaulting another player, umpire, offi-



cial or spectator, and other acts of violence on the field. “The World Cricket committee believes that the game must now include a mechanism to deal with the worst disciplinary offences during the match and not subsequent to it as is presently the case,” the MCC had said last December when making the proposal. There has been a modification to the run-out rule as well. Batsmen will now be ruled to have made their ground if their bat bounces after being grounded behind the crease.
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